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Dreaming of a Work-Life Balance

MELINDA SMITH
Communication Resource Centre, Scope, 830 Whitehorse Road, Box Hill, Victoria 3128, Australia
Email: msmi5545@bigpond.net.au  Website: www.melindasmith.com

PAPER PRESENTED AT THE CM2009 NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM, UNIVERSITY OF LEICESTER, SEPTEMBER 2009

INTRODUCTION

Let me take you on a journey. Through-
out this paper, you will see examples of
my paintings and artwork. It is my jour-
ney in life so far, from an imaginative child
in the Australian bush, through to my
adult life, in which I am trying to balance
work and my creative life. It hasn’t always
been easy. I feel like I have led the life of
a trail blazer, always fighting to break
through barriers and find new paths. Liv-
ing independently, finding employment
and shaping my career, has been a chal-
lenge in a world where people assume that
‘you can’t do this’. Communicating with
local government and politicians, and
fighting the system, only makes me want
to push further beyond the limits. I still
fight these battles for myself and con-
tinue to help others to fight them through
my work. I hope that at least other peo-
ple can follow some of these paths, and
help others with disabilities in turn.

CHILDHOOD

Let me start with my childhood. I have
always been a dreamer. Inspiration comes
from my childhood where books and char-
acters danced through my mind. My
parents swamped me with books long
before I could read and write. Nothing
stopped my imagination, and that be-
came my strength: to believe in dreams
and to have goals no matter how small. I
learned from a young age that if I wanted

to be part of the real world, it would be
up to me, with the support of my family,
to create the picture we would like to see.

I learned by watching what my family did
and laughing with them. We did a lot to-
gether as a family, like camping. I
remember us all in a rubber blow up boat,
turning over and us all falling out. I learnt
by having a go. My family let me experi-
ence the world and didn’t limit me. They
never wrapped me up in cotton wool.
They never said You can’t do this.

For me, communication was laughing and
crying. My Dad said I was the only person
in the world who could laugh and cry at
the same time. I could be giggling at
something, then bawling my eyes out the
next minute because I was frustrated.
Laughter and tears could only express so
much, and I didn’t have words for the rest.
My body language and a few key words
were all I had, so a lot of my world was in
my senses: the way things felt, smelled
or tasted was joyful. I was always in-
volved. Imagine this picture. When I was
about eight, my Dad carried me to the
top of a band stand so I got to experi-
ence what it was like being up high. Now
think of how different my experience
would have been if I had just stayed on
the ground to watch. I got to experience
the world, not just as a distant spectator.

Luckily, with all these experiences, I
laughed a lot more than I cried.

SCHOOL YEARS

And then I moved into my school years.

At home I was always creating something.
I wanted to knit so with the help of giant
Rocket Needles, I managed to. I knitted
my Dad a scarf for his birthday. Who
would have imagined I could knit? OK, I
did lose a lot of stitches, but Mum would
come running and put me back on track.

Even at a young age, I had developed my
own opinions, and had to work to get what
I wanted. Mum bought me old fashioned
clothes. If I wanted anything else, I had to
work for it. So I earned my first pocket
money by potting plants and selling them,
so I could buy trendy clothes to wear. I
was always working on something.

School was a different matter. I was
bored. They were preparing me for a nut
house. Every afternoon for a year we had
what they called ‘cottage industries’. I got
to tear up newspapers. What for? They
were making paper, but I never got to do
the good stuff like putting it together.
That’s all I did - tear up newspaper. It was
awful. I didn’t have AAC, other than a very
basic letterboard. I did not have any con-
trol or any way of standing up for myself.
Strangely, I just did what I was told at
school but I was naughty at home. I copied
my brothers! Ah, I learned a lot from them.
The only time I ever got in trouble at school
was for laughing with a friend. It’s hard to
imagine that I had much to laugh about.
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In my classroom we had one typewriter
for all of the kids, and no key guard. It
seemed like the verbal kids got all of
the attention but kids like me were the
underdogs. I never had enough time to
finish anything. I don’t know how I’ve
learned so much because I didn’t have
much education in those first sixteen
years. My home environment must have
been very powerful.

YOUNG ADULT YEARS

But then when I was fifteen we had what
was called ‘The Panel’ where every kid was
sent with their family to discuss the fu-
ture. It was awful, like a threat, and I did
not have any AAC, other than my basic
letter board, so everything was discussed
without my input. The only thing they
talked about was what workshop I’d go
to. That was it. The end of the line. It de-
pressed my family and it depressed me.
It was like all of my choices had been taken
away, and everything was decided for me.

In my last two years of school, when I was
seventeen years old, I did have a fantas-
tic speech pathologist. The sessions with
her were particularly important to me, be-
cause I had received my first AAC
electronic communication device, and our
therapy sessions became more about
having a social discussion. Either about
my expressing my feelings, or discussing
a current affair issue of the time. This
was important because I was still behind in
my communication learning. She gave me
the time to practise my discussion skills.

Towards the end of school, I went on a
work experience placement in a shel-
tered workshop. They said I would be paid
$6, but at the end, no-one offered the
money. I found enough courage to say one
clear word: “MONEY”. I got my $6, and I
stood up for myself for the first time.

I knew my skills were limited when I fin-
ished school, and I knew that if I was going
to do anything, people were going to have
to communicate with me. It would be up
to me to make it happen. This was an
important lesson. Don’t give up, no mat-
ter how tough it gets.

SHELTERED WORKSHOP

After school, I didn’t qualify for any sup-
ported employment in the sheltered
workshops. So my only option was to go
to a day centre, which had activities for
people with disabilities. I spent a year
there, but I was so bored. Lunch time was
two and a half hours, so there was not
much time for anything else, and the pro-
grammes were not interesting for me. I
started taking books with me; I think peo-
ple started seeing me as a bit of a snob.
Not surprisingly, I didn’t have a lot of
friends there, but some of the staff

seemed to understand me, and encour-
aged me to do my own thing. I was also
learning to communicate using my Canon
Communicator. My typed messages came
out on ticker tape paper. It did not have
a voice output. This helped me to con-
nect socially.

Eventually, I got enough money to buy a
typewriter, and brought that in with me.
I took over a small, private room, and
that is where I wrote my first book of
poetry. My inspiration to be a commu-
nicator has grown from these early years
as a poet, when I desperately needed
to find a way to communicate. Poetry
empowered my voice, and I learned to
express what I was thinking and feeling
in short word bursts on the page. From
this experience of creative expression,
I think I developed maturity, and broad-
ened my connections with the outside
world.

My poem The remarkable canon that
speaks! shows how my communication
skills were evolving at the time, and how
important this was to me. I use the
Lightwriter SL40 to recite the poem.

It’s funny, because the Canon did not
speak, but even then, my imagination
showed I was dreaming on! So in a way,
being at the centre was good for me,
because it gave me the time to write my
poetry. It was good thinking time.

EARLY WORKING LIFE

At the end of 12 months at the shel-
tered workshop, I announced over dinner
one night that I wanted to leave and do
something more. My parents said, “OK,
you can do that, but first you must look
for something to do. You’re not going to
just be sitting around home, so get that
idea out of your head.” That made me
very determined to work on what to do. I
started by writing letters to the local
schools. Of course, I was creating a job
for myself, but it meant I could play with
ideas and start inventing a role.

One Principal took a liking to my letter
and offered to interview me, even though
he said I couldn’t get up the stairs. I said,
“No worries. We can sit outside.” I wasn’t
going to miss this opportunity! It was a great
interview because we talked very openly
about how we could make it work. At the
end, he said, “If your Dad can help by mak-
ing a ramp, I will give you 1 month to try it
out one day a week.” So there you go. With
a bit of persistence and imagination, I had
my first job as a voluntary teacher’s aide.

Over time, people got to know about my
passion for English literature, and invited
me to listen to children reading, and ad-
vise them about story writing. This all
enhanced my skills in writing and read-

ing, as well as my social communication. I
had many moments of discouragement by
some of the teachers and parents, who
were nervous about my presence and who
doubted my skills and abilities. In a way
this was good because it made me more
determined to find ways of dealing with
these break downs.

I ended up doing this work for seven
years, eventually working there four days
a week. Even though I didn’t get paid, I
don’t regret the experience, because I
learnt so much, and got to know many
people. Why didn’t I get paid? I never
asked! I didn’t have enough belief in my-
self. I certainly wouldn’t encourage young
people to do that now! It’s fine to start
with, but seven years without pay is a bit
much! However, I did get a of lot recogni-
tion for this work. In 1986, I received an
Order Of Australia Medal, which is the
equivalent of your M.B.E.

In the mid-nineties I was ready to move
on into small doses of employment, and
took on public speaking engagements in
disability awareness. I also found ways of
publishing my work. However, I still volun-
teered many hours to be on committees
and try to advocate for others, particu-
larly for communication difficulties. This
had some very difficult moments, because
I did not have the support I needed, or
suitable AAC. I was valued as a person
who went along to meetings, but I was not
valued for my input, because I hardly said
anything! However, I continued to go along,
for the sake of meeting people and lis-
tening to discussions. I had decided to
see it like a step by step process, and to
use my voluntary work as a way to meet
people and to enhance my skills. It was
worth it.

COLLEGE AND STUDY

Eventually I decided that if I wanted to
move forward, I would have to do further
study. During the early nineties, I enrolled
in short courses in the areas of my inter-
est, such as professional writing and
editing, technology, and various employ-
ment training workshops. At the college,
I was lucky enough to find out about the
disability officers there, who worked with
me to set up a volunteer program. I was
introduced to a man who volunteered his
time to come to classes with me. He was
a fantastic support to me, because he
was able to clarify things I missed, or sim-
ply did not hear. He helped by taking
notes, and he also acted as my commu-
nicator because I did not have voice
output on my AAC communication device.

The volunteer was encouraged to spend
time with me outside classes. This was
great because he got to know me better,
and to know what communication support
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I really needed. We were able to create
some rules in class, to make sure I was
able to contribute more. The downside
was that some students and teachers
made the assumption that he was putting
words into my head, and that it was not
really my opinion. I have had to work re-
ally hard to prove that I do have opinions
of my own. I might take longer to express
opinions, and I might not say what peo-
ple expect me to say.

The point is, I didn’t have the same edu-
cation and learning experiences.
Remember, I spent half my early school
years ripping up newspapers! I have had
to learn things as an adult, how to de-
fine my opinions, and then find the best
way to articulate them. I think this is
something that most people miss when
it comes to including AAC communi-
cation users, but by putting myself in
this situation, I had to learn how to ex-
press myself. I use a different way of
expressing my opinions, but what I have
to say is real.

COMMUNICATION

As much as my study, volunteer work and
friendships encouraged me to develop my
communication, there was a much bigger
reason. It opened my eyes to a whole
other world of expression. It changed
everything. What was this amazing fac-
tor? Well, it was love, of course. Love in
the beautiful form of my true love, Ian.

Having a man in my life meant more gadg-
ets and boy toys. Ian set up my computer,
introduced me to email and kept track
of new communication technology. When
we met, I was still using my Canon Com-
municator, and he was there when I first
started using a Lightwriter. These things
opened up an entirely new world for me. I
was able to start communicating with
people in new ways, and deepened friend-
ships as a result. I could take the time to
communicate, write letters and emails,
and in doing so keep contact with friends
from around the world. This was the first
time I really used voice output too, so
people really had to listen. It was my voice
– the voice of ‘Batty Betty’ – coming from
my typing, not an interpreter. Betty gave
me power. I thought of her as Wonder
Woman, so I guess that gives you an idea
of how confident the Lightwriter made
me! I only needed the costume and golden
lasso!

Sadly, Ian died in 1994. I will never forget
him, and I will always be grateful for the
opportunities and encouragement he
gave me. He opened up my life to tech-
nology, encouraged my dreams about
travel, and made me believe in myself.
With this new confidence came new op-
portunities.

Since that time I
have continued to
embrace new tech-
nologies, and have
used many different
methods of commu-
nication. I have had
several different
AAC communication
devices, and I’m not
scared to try as
many as I can get my
hot little hands on!
For example, you
might have noticed
that I use a Path-
finder, but I am also
trying out the new
Lightwriter. I’ll prob-
ably end up with both, as they are
fantastic in different ways. Yes, I am
greedy! But it is important to use the best
communication for each situation. My life
is really varied, so for me, it will always
be important to use a range of strate-
gies. I have a communication book, and
spelling board. I use my speech, and sign
language. Technology is only one aspect
of the AAC communication aid user’s
world.

LEAVING HOME

Leaving home was the next challenge. In
1995, I was still living at home with my
parents. I had my own little unit in what
used to be the carport, but I still had the
support and security of my parents be-
ing right there. I thought I would never
want to live alone, and I was happy to
stay in my comfort zone. However, I knew
it was not good to avoid thinking about
my future. I came in contact with a hous-
ing support service, and started
attending some of their information meet-
ings. I also met with people who were
brave enough to live on their own. I
started to think about things for myself,
and wondering if maybe I could do it. I
started to think that maybe I would en-
joy living by myself, and having more
freedom in my life.

I was introduced to a case manager, and
we spent a lot of time talking about liv-
ing independently, and what my options
were. The process included thinking
about where I would like to live. Whether
I would need a two bedroom place, and
what services I needed to be close to.
Then we discussed options for attend-
ant care, and we identified some of my
specific needs. I decided that I wanted
to live by myself in an area close to my
family, where I could catch the train eas-
ily. Finally, we were ready to lodge
applications for public housing and at-
tendant care hours. The good thing about

having a case manager was that she saw
me through the whole process, every step
of the way. From when I first confronted
the idea, to when I moved into my unit.

I have been in my place since 1997. In my
early days of living by myself a lot of things
went wrong, and I spent a lot of time solv-
ing problems, and getting things fixed. I
needed many changes to make the house
more accessible for me. Running the
house, managing my attendant care hours,
and keeping track of all my bills are huge
things that I had to learn. There were mo-
ments of wondering if I would ever enjoy
a social life. I went through a stage of feel-
ing like I was managing my house, and
nothing else existed.

But within months, things started to
change, and I could relax a little. I began
to invite friends over, and get started on
my garden. I also got my own dog, Molly.
I still say, moving out and living alone is
one of the biggest things I have achieved,
because I felt like I had achieved freedom.

ART

Another amazing thing happened to me
when I moved out by myself. One night, I
had a very vivid dream. A dream about
colours and paint brushes. The next day I
went to the supermarket and bought a
packet of coloured pencils. I had never
had my own pencils before - not since I
was a kid. Drawing hadn’t entered my mind
before, but after the dream I felt like I
had to give it a go.

I came home from the shop feeling kind
of excited, but also childish and embar-
rassed. I did not let anyone see what I
was doing for weeks. At first, I drew little
flowers, then gradually became more and
more excited. Watching the colours grow-
ing on the page felt like opening a present.
Purple was my favourite discovery! It is
such an energetic and vibrant colour. I
bought a book on how to draw, and stud-
ied techniques. That was when I started
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to let people see what I was doing.
To my delight, people got excited
with me! This told me that it wasn’t a
stupid idea, and I really wanted to
work on it more.

From then on, I have never looked
back. I have held two public exhibi-
tions, and sold about fifty paintings.
Painting has become an extension of
my poetry, another way of express-
ing myself. I thrive on my creative life
to keep me going. When I don’t have
that, I get more stressed and frus-
trated. My life becomes cluttered and
feels like work! Work! Work! Even
though it takes a lot of energy, my art
work actually makes me feel very, free,
and able to cope. It fills my spirit. Paint-
ing adds colour to my world.

ROAD TO EMPLOYMENT

Another big step came in 1998 when
I took up my first position in open
employment, and have had part-time
positions ever since. I would have to
say, everything about my work has
been a challenge. I have had to do a
lot of the ground work, because both
my positions were created for an
AAC communication aid user, so nobody
knew quite what to expect.

When I started working regularly with
teams, I felt intimidated, not skilled
enough, and I worried about my produc-
tivity all the time. To get through this, I
had to talk with my colleagues. We worked
on ground rules for meetings, so that I
had time to contribute. I have a signifi-
cant hearing impairment, which had to be
recognized for meetings and various work
activities. We also identified sources of
funding for technology that helps me in
my work. Recently I was able to get some
funding for new hearing aids, which have
made a big impact on my communication
in the workplace. Luckily, I work with a fan-
tastic team, who are motivated to make
a difference for AAC communication aid
users. At the moment I am working three
and a half days a week with Scope. Yes,
this is very similar to Scope in England. I
work as a Community Development
Worker for the Communication Resource
Centre, with Hilary Johnson as my man-
ager. Also. I have recently gone back to
my roots working with school children.
Only this time I am getting paid! I am work-
ing once a fortnight in the after school
programme at the Cerebral Palsy Educa-
tion Centre, with the fabulous Gayle
Porter. This programme is for children
who go to mainstream schools. They come
back to the centre once a week for
therapy, mentoring and to hang out with
other AAC communication aid users. My
role is to talk to the teenagers about what-

ever interests them, so you can imagine
some of the questions I get! They want
to know about careers, nightclubs and
especially relationships. I feel so proud
of this work, because the teachers say
the kids have never talked so much! I
hope I am leading everyone astray!

The Communication Resource Centre has
encouraged me to develop my skills in
many ways. In 2005, I did a programme
called Leadership Plus, which for 12
months took me on another journey of
confidence building. I had never really
thought of myself as a leader. I’ve always
preferred to see myself as a communi-
cator. During the Leadership training I
found myself wanting to contribute to dis-
cussions more, and expressing my
opinion. It changed my perception of lead-
ership, and helped me to better my role
in the workplace.

By this time I was working in my current
job as a Community Development Worker,
and it was through this job I first came in
contact with the Daring to Dream course.
I attended a paper by Diane Bryen, at the
ISAAC conference in Brazil. She made me
realise that people with disabilities rarely
have the opportunity to dream the big-
gest dreams. I realised how lucky I was
to be there in Brazil, and I thought, “If I
can do this, anything is possible!”. I
wanted other people to have the same
opportunities I had. Talking and dancing
with Diane in the days ahead filled me with
a new dream. I decided to bring the pro-
gramme home with me to Australia.

OUT OF THE BOX

The programme eventually became
my pet project, called Out Of The
Box: Using Technology to Follow Your
Dreams. Really, it was an Australian
version of the American ACES uni-
versity course. ACES stands for
Augmentative Communication Em-
powerment Supports. It was run by
Professor Diane Bryen, my dancing
partner from Brazil. It is a summer
programme held at Temple Univer-
sity, which teaches AAC users about
technology and empowerment. It
starts with Daring to Dream as its
basis. I was lucky enough to teach
part of this course in Philadelphia
last year. Boy, what an amazing ex-
perience! But that is another story.

Our course was similar, but held as
a series of workshops over 18
months. We taught our students
about the use of technology, com-
puters, telephones and
communication devices, but at the
heart of it all was Daring To Dream.
This was the first workshop we held
for our students, so it gave mean-
ing to technology skills they learned

in future workshops. Without dreams,
these things are meaningless.

Over two years, we held three workshops:
Daring To Dream; Daring To Use Technol-
ogy; Daring to Communicate. Running the
programme was often hard work. At times
I was exhausted, as we seemed to spend
half of our time chasing funding, or writ-
ing planning documents. This was the
hard, sometimes boring, part of my work.
But then the personal moments, commu-
nicating with students, made it all
worthwhile. Like Jennifer. When she joined
the programme, she was 23, and had no
communication device. She was getting
by, but not really doing much in the world.
She was often angry and isolated, but still
wanted to share her dreams with us. By
the second workshop, Jen was asking me
to borrow my Lightwriter, and took it out
in public the first chance she got. Like a
true Australian, she used it to order a
beer! The look on her face said it all!

Since then, Jen has made moves towards
living independently by getting her own
communication device and mobile phone.
The process hasn’t been overnight. This
has taken place over a year, but she is
moving forward one step at a time. I love
seeing the students embracing their own
personal journeys like that. This is where
I find the passion and inspiration in my
work. I was reminded of this again yes-
terday when I facilitated the Catch The
Dream. What a privilege to hear the
dreams of these amazing young people! I
received the ACES ‘Free Speech Now’
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award for this work, which is great,
but it is the people who really make
it all worthwhile.

DANCING

And now, my true passion: dancing.

All this time – talking to people
about their dreams, telling people
to dream big, dream often – my own
dreams were growing. I would ask
other people to share their most
precious dreams, and in my head, I
was thinking, I want to dance. On
stage. In front of an audience.

I have always loved dancing, and
watching other people dance, but
my dancing always happened in-
side me. I would often watch other
dancers and pretend, I was watch-
ing myself. It would entertain me for
hours. It still does.

I couldn’t stop dreaming about
dancing, and I decided to start tell-
ing people about my dream. Some
of my friends are dancers, and
would quiz them on what it feels
like for them. For example, do they
get hot feet and sore ankles wear-
ing heels? Do they get sweaty arms?
Do they get tired and fall over more eas-
ily? What about romantic dancing and
being close to each other? I told them I
wanted to dance, and worried that peo-
ple might say, “You can’t do it!”. But they
didn’t. They encouraged me to have a go,
and put me in touch with friends and
groups I could work with.

Since I have taken dancing lessons, and
been involved in dance performances, I
have loved dancing more than ever. Learn-
ing ways to express myself creatively,
through movements of my wheelchair and
with my body, has been an amazing thing
to discover. Particularly when you are
someone like me with restrictive move-
ments and awkward facial expressions,
which is me. Dancing has allowed me to
relax much more, and enjoy my physical
awkwardness, rather than have to fight
with it, all the time. Dancing is a way to
express spirituality. I am not talking about
religion, but more than that. Dancing has
allowed me an opportunity to explore
what I believe in.

Sexuality has been an important part of
dancing, particularly as we have grown up
with the idea that wheelchairs are not
exactly attractive to society. So dancing,
for me, has broken away some of those
barriers in being able to make myself
more visual than the lump of metal I sit
and ride around in.

I love the feeling of moving my wheelchair
in twirls and twists, with some of my fa-
vourite songs playing in the background.
Dancing in a wheelchair can seem a little

more restrictive than dancing on legs, but
on the other hand, wheelchair dancers
can be very experimental and wild too.

Dancing is the most exciting thing I do. I
love it, because it makes me feel free and
happy. It takes me to another world. It
helps me to forget the problems, and the
barriers in my disability world. Dancing
makes me feel sexy. Dancing lets me go
wild. Dancing is just about me.

CONCLUSION

I would like to leave you with these last
words.

When I look back at my journey in life so
far, I see that I have drawn such inspira-
tion from the people I have met. The
connections I have made through my trav-
els have had enormous impact on my day
to day life, more than people realise. And
the different technology I have had ac-
cess to over the years has given me a
sense of hope even when there was doubt.
Technology has helped me to make con-
nections with people, and people have
helped me to embrace new technologies
- it works both ways. I have made friends
around the world, and travelled to places
I had dreamed about but never imagined
I would really go to. It took me a long
time to realise my dreams. When I was
young, no-one really encouraged me to
do this. If my parents, and a few friends
and teachers had not believed in me, I
don’t like to think where I would be to-
day. In many ways I have been very
fortunate.

People who use AAC communica-
tion aids are not taught to speak
out. Instead they are expected to
be the quiet ones in a group or
community.

By encouraging people who use
AAC communication aids to be
dreamers, dare them to think out-
side the box, ask them to think
about what their dreams are. I have!
I heard the dreams of British AAC
users during the CM2009 National
Symposium. And, believe me, they
have some amazing ideas for their
own futures. Although there is a
sense of uncertainly with barriers
confronting them, there is still a
sense of control and confidence
developing. Please allow these gor-
geous individuals time and space
to explore their new found journey.
A goal is always a milestone, no
matter how small, and I truly be-
lieve that anything is possible.

People need help to set out on such
a journey, especially if they haven’t
had many opportunities before.
Most importantly – make it possi-
ble and make it practical. Don’t

start the process and think it will run
smoothly within the first few months. It
won’t happen. Start the process, start the
dreams with the person, and watch each
small step to change as it happens. This
might take months or even years, but
never, ever give up! Keep moving forward,
and keep setting more goals. Engage the
person and work on it together. Seize the
opportunity, not the barrier. Never lose
sight of these dreams!

As for me, I will never stop dreaming. I
am always growing and changing, as my
life is always evolving. My next big dream
is to buy my own car. This will give me
more freedom, let me connect with my
friends more easily, and give me mobility
in my work place. Like everything else, it
is a balancing act, but I have gotten really
good at this! So this is how I attempt to
have a work-life balance. 

Melinda Smith, Community Development Worker
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The preliminary findings of my research
suggest that there is currently a frac-
tured policy in the funding for AAC
equipment. This has resulted in an un-
even distribution of financial resources
across the national scale (a postcode
lottery) meaning that some end users
receive an adequate provision in terms
of funding equipment, speech therapy
time and assessments, and other peo-
ple with communication needs clearly
do not.  There is also still the issue of
children losing their vital equipment
when they move area or school. In addi-
tion there is also a different funding
system for AAC equipment between
children and adults.

Historically the responsibility for secur-
ing funding for this type of equipment has
been left up to Education, Social Services,
Health Departments to organise and left
to the voluntary sector to make up the
financial short-falls. In an attempt to rem-
edy the funding disparity for children in
need of this type of Assistive Technol-
ogy the government invested money in the
Communication Aid Project (2002-2006),
managed by the British Education Com-
munication Technology Agency, and this
coincided with the enactment of the Spe-
cial Educational Needs Bill (2002).

The literature of Scope (2007), Communi-
cation Matters (2008) and John Bercow’s

Review (2008) indicated that there is a
large variety of problems in the funding
of communication aids with no one area
taking responsibility. There is evidence
in the literature of much dissatisfaction
in the way communication aid assess-
ments are carried out. There is evidence
of long waiting times for the arrival of
equipment with poor backup service and
repair duration times in some areas.

Some areas of England manage the fi-
nancing of Augmentative Alternative
Communication on an individual basis ie,
each person requiring communication aid
funding would need to apply separately
to each area of funding be it; Local Edu-
cation Authority, the Health Service,
Social Services or Charities and this
makes the business of procuring fund-
ing to purchase communication
equipment very long winded, drawn out
and complicated.

DeRuyter, McNaughton, Caves, Bryen and
Williams (2007) in their article Enhancing
AAC Connection with the World stated;
the availability of new technology has
changed how the AAC end user ex-
changes information and communicates
with others. Significant financial barriers
however have prevented many individu-
als who use AAC from accessing the
technology and computer-based activities
available in today’s ‘Information Society’.

There is no doubt that offering a cradle
to grave solution is going to be a strain
on budgetary allocations as this also has
production, business and end user rami-
fications which all need to be considered.
However with some creative and careful
planning some of these capital expenses
can be offset by standardizing equipment
components, wheelchair mounting and
keeping all equipment supplied within
standard modular parameters. By good
quality recycling and refurbishing equip-
ment can be passed on from one end user
to another so that someone needing an
update or more powerful machine can be
supplied with an upgraded recycled one.

An end user suffering from a broken or
outdated machine could be supplied out
of a central logistical and distributive
store, and with a modular system with
common components which would allow
every communication device to fit onto
every mounting system and connect to
every switch or input system. This should
be done while keeping the end users indi-
vidual needs uppermost in people’s
minds.

The two variables of having standardized
modular equipment and meeting the
needs of the end user can arguably clash
with cost-effectiveness. The aimed for
end result may be interpreted as the uto-
pian position but every effort should be
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made to achieve this situation. It is worth
noting that geographically England is small
enough to get this type of equipment to
all its communication aid users in 48
hours from one central store so there is
really no excuse for long waiting times
for systems to be replaced or returned.

As regards to the Hub and Spoke Model
(Reeves and Butterworth 2008) as recom-
mended by the John Bercow Review (2008)
each primary care trust, social service
department and local education author-
ity has its own individual interpretation
for AAC policy. This could make a blan-
ket policy such as the Hub and Spoke
Model difficult to implement in the present
economic environment. Because individual
AAC service commissioners have their own
systems and procedures such a policy is
open to interpretation of what is needed
from an AAC service. However it is only
early days yet and it is hard to know what
the final outcome is going to be!

The weakness with the Special Education
Needs Bill (2002) is the exemption from
having to provide Assistive Technology
for education services as a reasonable
adjustment. Everyone who has an inter-
est in the field of AAC can hope that the
enactment this year of the Equality Bill will
remedy this situation however there is a
need for further lobbying of central gov-
ernment from the disabled community to
make the inclusion of Electronic Assis-
tive Technology become a reality.

There is a general consensus of opinion
amongst many communication aid end
users and professionals involved in Aug-
mentative Alternative Communication

that every effort should be made to get
the statutory right to be provided with
AAC equipment written into either UK
human rights legislation or into European
Union Law. To have a practical working
system in place for the provision of com-
munication aid equipment and a set of
standards established to secure a
smooth running system rather than a hast-
ily enforced policy.

Although the John Bercow Review Report
(2008) is going to be responsible for cre-
ating both the Communication Council
and Communication Champion to moni-
tor and support the Review’s
recommendations up to the year of 2011,
the plan when it has been implemented
will provide seemingly no recourse to
AAC equipment for communication aid
users over the age of 19. Presently in the
United Kingdom there is only what can
be described as a fractured policy as the
UK government wants both children and
adults with disabilities to enjoy an inclu-
sive education and be included within
their local community to become mean-
ingful members of society. However, the
evidence suggests that the government
is not providing the financial support for
this to happen.

Both children and adults with multiple
communication support needs require
AAC to be integrated and be considered
as equal in mainstream society. Yet there
is a national lack of pooled and ring-
fenced funding provision and support
infer-structure to follow the end user
throughout each stage of their lives. The
end user should be at the centre of the

multidisciplinary team working which has
a co-operative and cohesive approach.

This approach would track and support
the end user at every stage of his/her life.
The funding would be disseminated to in-
clude on-going support and training for
new communication aid users and their
families in the use of Augmentative Al-
ternative Communication equipment. This
would be the standard system approach
throughout the country with a robust cen-
tralized lead organisation and this approach
would make for smooth transitions of every
stage of the end user lifecycle regardless
of age, education or geographical area that
you are living in at the time.  

           Alexis Egerton, Research Student
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The Power of Communication
This film by Communication Matters delivers a
powerful message that communication really does
matter. The DVD is an introduction to AAC, and
celebrates and promotes communication in all its
forms. It is of general interest, and in particular to
service managers and purchasers who have
responsibility for AAC services. The DVD is available
from Communication Matters (£8 each; £20 for three)
Tel: 0845 456 8211. Preview the film online at:
www.communicationmatters.org.uk/power

‘Focus on...’ AAC Topics
Now available in PDF format

The Focus On... series is a set of seven introductory
topics related to augmentative and alternative
communication, written in a clear and easy-to-
understand style by Communication Matters. The
seven leaflets are available in PDF and hardcopy. Ring
0845 456 8211 for a set or download from:
www.communicationmatters.org.uk/focuson

AAC RESOURCES
FROM COMMUNICATION MATTERS

Want to host a Road Show?
The Communication Matters Road Shows are great
opportuni t ies to learn al l  about the latest
communication aids, software, toys and services
from some of the UK’s leading AAC suppliers.
About 10-15 CM Road Shows are held every year at
various locations in the UK - and they are free!
We are always looking for people to help organise the
Road Shows, so if you would like to host one in your
area, please do let us know.
Communication Matters will handle much of the
administration and organisation, including taking
delegate bookings, and will offer you a lot of help and
advice along the way! On the day, you will be
responsible for the smooth running of the day,
including: setting up workshop spaces, signage,
registering delegates. Communication Matters will
provide you with all the supporting material you need
to run the day smoothly.
For more information, contact Patrick Poon on Tel:
0845 456 8211 admin@communicationmatters.org.uk
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Using Switches With Pre-school
Children

How do we decide who has an access to a voice output
communication device?
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INTRODUCTION

The use of voice out-put communication
aids, (VOCAs) to support a child’s com-
munication opportunities and
development can be a challenging area.
One issue is that many people think that
using a VOCA will automatically help a
child to communicate and ultimately solve
their frustration. However, the reality is
that the child is often given equipment
with very little consideration as to whether
they have the ability and / or the motiva-
tion to use such equipment functionally.

This article explores and considers two
types of children who may have access
to VOCAs; those who need a VOCA as a
tool to develop and increase communi-
cation abilities, (both receptive and
expressive), and those who need others
in their environment to facilitate recep-
tive, expressive and interactive
opportunities. This article seeks to reflect
on the different processes in involved in
moving towards making a decision about
VOCA implementation with four pre-
school children with a variety of needs.

BACKGROUND

Traditionally, children who are thought of
as having PMLD are provided with access
to multi-modal forms of AAC support,

and this is considered to be good prac-
tice, (RCSLT, 2006). Such supports may
include training others to interpret non-
verbal communication including whole
body movement, using tactile supports,
promoting access to materials for those
with complex physical needs or using
specific systems such as objects of ref-
erence, (Park, 1997; Thompson,
McKerchar & Dancho, 2004; Trief, 2007).
Some children may have access to
switches where specific sounds or tar-
get vocabulary are included. However,
there are many challenges in implement-
ing and using AAC with children who have
such complex communication and physi-
cal needs to enable opportunities to
initiate and sustain interaction.

Engaging the concerns and attitudes of
carers and significant others in a child’s
environment is an important considera-
tion when planning to introduce an AAC
system. People may view AAC as hinder-
ing opportunities to learn speech, or
preventing it altogether, (Romski & Sevcik,
2005). Millar, Light & Schlosser, (2006)
carried out an analysis of twenty seven
cases of children and adults with signifi-
cant learning disabilities. None of the
sample decreased in vocalisation after
an AAC system was introduced, and 89%

demonstrated gains in speech production
or vocal attempts.

Communication partners who will be in-
teracting with the child using an AAC
system also need training opportunities.
The learning and development of a sys-
tem in collaboration with carers and
educators are important aspects to con-
sider (Hetzroni, 2003; Light & Drager, 2007).

Other people involved with AAC users
may have limited comprehension of the
benefits of such a system or how it can
be used functionally and interactively and
therefore need support to understand the
rationale underpinning the system se-
lected, (Light & Drager, 2007). Training key
communication partners about the ration-
ale underpinning AAC supports can have
significant beneficial outcomes for those
who need the AAC as their primary means
of communication, (Hetzroni, 2003).

In addition, generalisation may be im-
paired if communication partners are not
trained adequately, (Kent-Walsh et al,
2005). Adequate training involves under-
standing the types of communication
attempts being initiated, and how to ex-
tend communication opportunities within
functional contexts, (Kent-Walsh et al,
2005; Binger & Light, 2006).
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Many pre-school children who have com-
plex needs use low tech systems, i.e.
gestures, signs, communication boards/
visual supports, simple voice output com-
munication aids (VOCAs), objects of
reference, (Park, 1997; Binger & Light, 2006).

A demographic study carried out in Penn-
sylvania, USA, revealed that within a
pre-school population who had been
referred for speech and language
therapy intervention. Out of a total of
4,192, 24% required sessions to develop
aided and/or unaided AAC. Only 15% of
this group used VOCAs (Binger et al,
2006). Binger et al (2006) also found that
opportunities to expand such systems
are few as people involved often do not
plan how using the VOCA can be devel-
oped into a more complex AAC system
to be built on as the child progresses
or changes environments. This issue was
also highlighted by Light & Drager (2007),
where they found that AAC systems used
with children did not consistently plan
for adequate expansion of, for exam-
ple, vocabulary to accommodate a
child’s needs. This small-scale study
seeks to understand the process behind
selecting VOCAs for children.

CASE STUDIES

Four children were selected from a spe-
cialist CDT pre-school caseload. All four
children already had access to switches
in therapy sessions and all four had
switches purchased for them to use in
the home. All parents were actively in-
volved in the decision making about
selecting VOCAs for their child. As part
of this evaluation, five key areas were
considered:

1. Diagnosis and prognostic indicators;
did the child’s diagnosis influence
the decision to select a VOCA?

2. Receptive language function; was an
exploration of receptive language an
essential part of the assessment?

3. Expressive language skills; what level
of expressive ability was the child
showing?

4. What were the child’s social and in-
teractive abilities?

5. Did the parents express a view about
having access to a VOCA?

Case Study 1

Name:  D.

Age: 3 years, 1 month

Needs:

• Diagnosis of Cornelia de Lange syn-
drome

• Known to early years education team,
OT, speech and language therapy and
physiotherapy

• Upper limb deformities; only has right
arm which has one functional digit. Is
starting to learn how to use a left
prosthetic arm

• Known to speech and language
therapy services since babyhood due
to significant feeding difficulties

Therapy needs: D receives regular epi-
sodes of care from all three therapies
within a specialist MDT group, with indi-
vidual sessions for specific needs.

Presentation at 16 months:

When initially seen at 16 months of age,
D was using purposeful eye pointing with
object of reference cues in a range of
choice and turn-taking settings. She was
able to anticipate both in everyday rou-
tines and familiar songs and activities. In
addition, D demonstrated an ability to
participate in a range of cause and ef-
fect tasks, and had an understanding of
key vocabulary such as ‘stop’ and ‘go’. Dur-
ing this time, it was noticed that D had a
strong interest in photographs and would
frequently attempt to reach and touch
them. She also used joint referencing
when communicating with others, as well
as smiling with use of eye contact to
communicate, along with use of reach-
ing, waving and pushing away for [no]. D
rarely used any vocalisations during in-
teractions.

D’s parent was aware that with her daugh-
ter’s diagnosis that development of
communication would be severely im-
paired and that augmentative and
alternative strategies would be needed
to promote communication opportuni-
ties. Mrs D’s main concern was being able
to set up communication supports that
D could learn to use and therefore pre-
empt any frustrations emerging. After
discussions with the SLT a multi-modal
approach was set up, in which non-ver-
bal communication, gestures, voice,
objects of reference, use of photographs
and switches would be a part of D’s com-
munication profile. At 19 months of age,
after trials of using the VOCA in a therapy
communication group, D took a BIGmack
home to use alongside her other strate-
gies. At this time, her receptive function
was around a 12 – 14 month level, and
her expressive skills were below the 12
month level. Her parents were clear that
her diagnosis pre-disposed her to severe
speech, language and communication
needs. In addition, she was displaying a
high level of intent and was making
progress particularly within the areas of
receptive language. Consequently, these
two factors were crucial in the decision
to implement a VOCA for D.

At 3 years and 1 month, D is now using a
range of communication supports effec-

tively. She attends a nursery provision,
and the SLT provides short and regular
sessions on the augmentative and alter-
native communication that D uses. D has
a communication chart with symbols
placed in an accessible area that she can
access herself. She uses a BIGmack at set
structured times with peers, with use of
symbols, gestures, facial expressions and
objects of reference at other times to
maximise her nursery learning and social
opportunities. She also has a Talk-Trac
wrist VOCA with four key words – ‘hello’,
‘bye’, ‘more’, ‘finished’ – which D has learnt
to press and activate independently. She
wears this on her ankle as it is the easi-
est place for her to manage. Both Mrs D
and the nursery staff report that D uses
all modes of communication supports
within the nursery context, and that she
appears particularly responsive when she
uses her Talk-Trac and gains a response
from her peers.

Case study 2

Name: L.

Age: 2 years 10 months

Needs:

• Microcephaly

• Cerebral palsy affecting all four limbs

• Epilepsy

• Partially sighted

• Known to early years education team,
OT, speech and language therapy and
physiotherapy

Therapy needs:

L receives regular episodes of care from
all three therapies within a specialist MDT
group, with individual sessions for spe-
cific needs.

Presentation at 2 years 2 months:

L has recently come onto this pre-school
case-load. He has had some difficulties
with controlling his epilepsy and this has
resulted in difficulties establishing a con-
sistent communication profile. A group
setting had been important in enabling L
to develop a tolerance of other adults
and children and to increase his confi-
dence. He learnt to demonstrate
responses to others through smiling; turn-
ing to the dominant stimulus; using body
movement; responding to his name; turn-
ing to his  parents on command;
anticipating in familiar songs and activi-
ties; responding to familiar verbal
commands, e.g. “Squeeze my hand”; imi-
tation of banging a drum or shaking a toy;
recognition of familiar voices; and waiting
as well as anticipating in cause/effect ac-
tivities. Expressively, L is able to indicate
his needs through use of a range of
vocalisations; through supported use of
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objects of reference; through body move-
ment, and through supported switch use.

L is functioning at a pre-12 month level
both receptively and expressively. Due to
his anxieties with social situations and his
severe needs, a VOCA has been imple-
mented with the use of tactile objects of
reference and others being aware of re-
sponding to his vocalisations, facial
expression and body movement to pro-
mote opportunities to access the
environment.

Case Study 3

Name: K.

Age : 14 months old

Needs:

• Cerebral palsy affecting all four limbs

• Hypoxic ischaemic encephalopathy

• Born prematurely at 36 weeks gesta-
tion

Therapy needs:

K receives regular episodes of care from
all three therapies within a specialist MDT
group, with individual sessions for spe-
cific needs.

Presentation at 8 months:

On initial assessment, K was able to track
visually and also auditorily, and had a
clear preference for and awareness of
familiar voices. Anticipation and object
permanence skills were also evident.
Clear attempts to communicate through
whole body movement and use of
vocalisations were evident. Eye contact,
joint referencing and eye pointing were
also used powerfully in communication
contexts. At this time, K was displaying
age appropriate receptive skills as well
as an interest in responding to others
through voice and facial expression.

Presentation at 14 months:

K’s receptive abilities now  include com-
prehending her name and the names of
familiar others; object permanence; key
vocabulary such as ‘more’, ‘go’, ‘stop’; fa-
miliar songs and rhymes; anticipation;
cause and effect; daily living item loca-
tion; daily commands, e.g. “Give me”; turn
taking tasks. Expressively, K is able to
communicate through use of gaze and eye
pointing; lifting her arm to indicate what
she wants by whole-handed pointing;
pushing away for ‘No’; use of a wobble-
switch, BIGmack switch and block switch
to greet, request specific items and par-
ticipate in familiar songs and stories.  Due
to K’s diagnosis of cerebral palsy it is
known that expressive language skills are
likely to be severely impaired unless AAC
supports are used. K is showing age ap-
propriate receptive skills, but significantly
delayed expressive skills and some level

of frustration due to limited expressive
supports. The use of a VOCA with tar-
geted vocabulary is an important
opportunity for her to develop compe-
tence in this area to build on.

Case study 4:

Name: C.

Age: 3 years, 1 month

Needs:

• Severe to profound learning needs

• Epilepsy

• Visual difficulties

• Gastrostomy fed

Therapy needs:

C receives regular episodes of care from
all three therapies within a specialist MDT
group, with individual sessions for spe-
cific needs.

Presentation at 3 years, 1 month:

C has recently been referred to the team.
On assessment it was noted that she is
beginning to show sensory awareness in
response to objects by turning, vocalis-
ing and moving her body. C performs
some reactive responses, i.e. smiling, cry-
ing, stilling, and turning to familiar people.
She may make some open vowel sounds
and /or smile to express her participa-
tion. She shows some anticipation in
response to familiar people, routines and
activity, by vocalising. Generally, C re-
quires significant others to enable her to
participate and access the environment.
C has receptive and expressive skills
below the 12 month level. A VOCA was
implemented as one strategy amongst
others to enable others to promote op-
portunities for C to access the
environment and minimise barriers to in-
clusion.

DISCUSSION POINTS

Focusing on these four cases has
brought to light two distinct issues when
thinking about implementing switch use:

i) Using a switch as a functional tool to
promote, support and facilitate com-
munication. This approach indicates
that the child has some potential to
initiate and communicate.

ii) Using a switch in a targeted, facili-
tated way to provide an additional
stimulation and support for children
with complex needs. This approach
indicates that the child needs consid-
erable support to access all forms
of communication.

All cases were recommended for a VOCA
as the possibilities of developing spo-
ken language were reduced as highlighted
by each child’s profile. D was able to use
VOCAs as part of a multi-modal approach

where a variety of AAC was used to de-
velop and extend vocabulary use in a
range of contexts. E also used VOCAs to
consolidate and extend vocabulary use.
These were also used as receptive lan-
guage supports. Both D and E made
developing progress in terms of the range
of vocabulary they used with VOCAs and
additional AAC. L and C used VOCAs
within a different context; as an extra
addition to promoting communication
within the environment. For these children
another person was needed to provide a
multi-modal environment.

Children with more complex learning needs
presented more challenging issues in
terms of management, although all par-
ents reported positive outcomes in
switch use even though they remained the
main facilitator in using the switch. In par-
ticular, parents slowed down the rate of
their interaction, thereby allowing children
opportunities and time to respond. Use
of the switch also allowed increased spon-
taneous interaction episodes. A similar
effect has been described in a study
where use of VOCAs can reduce challeng-
ing behaviours; reduce the number of
unsuccessful communication attempts
and change listener expectations,
(Mirenda et al, 1993).

A specific criterion for implementing
switch use is not clear in the literature or
within clinical practice. In particular, what
are the necessary cognitive pre-requisites
needed, and what are the key steps
needed to implement usage? As in all four
examples, all the children and their carers
received some benefits whether they were
attempting to be independent communi-
cators or if they had to rely on facilitated
use.

Some studies argue that it is not possi-
ble to have generalised requirements for
AAC because each intervention must be
individualised to meet the needs of the
child, (Shane, 1986). Other researchers
have indicated that teaching skills such
as an awareness of object permanence,
causality and imitation pre-switch use can
present more opportunities to learn how
to use a switch effectively and therefore
also increase other communication part-
ners responsiveness, provide more
communication opportunities and pro-
vide learning opportunities such as
scaffolding, (Casby et al, 1992; Cole et al,
1990; Kangas et al, 1988; Rieichle, 1991).
Prerequisites should not be a barrier to
enabling a child to be included; rather,
there should be more distinct guidelines
re: facilitated versus developing commu-
nication usage. Use of a switch may not
be necessarily be determined by cogni-
tive levels, but on environmental needs
and communication opportunities. Use
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may be total, (a complete substitute for
verbal speech), or partial, (an addition to
some speech/sound use) (McCurtain et
al, 2000).

In summary, diagnosis did act as a con-
sideration, in that parents and
practitioners were aware of the challenges
of developing communication in all four
cases. Knowledge of receptive language
function was important in relation to how
the VOCA would be used, so for exam-
ple, if the child was showing good
understanding, then they would be encour-
aged to use the VOCA in an independent
way. Alternatively, if the child has severe
difficulties, then the VOCA would be used
in a supportive way to enable some sup-
ported access with the environment. All
children showed some element of intent
which was an important factor in how the
VOCA would be used in each case.  All
parents and carers were actively involved
in the decision making process towards
implementing use of a VOCA into a child’s
communication experience.

This article shows that the process with
implementing VOCAs needs a more ro-
bust pathway. Other aspects of cognition
and language need to be considered, but
it should not preclude a child with more
profound difficulties from accessing such
equipment, rather, all involved need to be

clear about the purpose and rationale as
to why the VOCA is being introduced.  

Celia Harding
Senior Lecturer in Communication Disabilities
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I find myself in the unanticipated but no less privileged
position of writing to you as Chair of Communication
Matters.

These last 18 months have seen huge changes in the
profile and reach of the charity and this is due in no small
part to the efforts of all members of the Board of Trus-
tees and specifically Toby Hewson and Liz Moulam. Both
individuals, prior to their time as Chair, were long stand-
ing members of the Board and were instrumental in
preparing the ground for those who followed. I am one
of those lucky followers.

Although I have recently been elected as a Trustee, I am
grateful to the Associate Membership for their overwhelm-
ing support for me in taking on the role of Chair in fairly
atypical circumstances. Whilst I have previously been
actively involved in the business of the charity, this pe-
riod of transition from Associate Member to Chair is
requiring some speedy adjustment.

By the time you read this we will have met for our first
formal Board meeting and agreed which aspects of the
business strategy and plan we can prioritise for this com-
ing year. We have many things to update you on even
before that meeting occurs. The key issues the Board
have been working to develop come directly from the
Business Plan. Some of their activities include:

1. Raising awareness of AAC and those who use AAC

This year’s National Symposium saw our largest
number of delegates yet, with as many as 40 del-
egates who use AAC attending for some, or all, of the
programme.

A range of activity across Northern Ireland, Wales,
Scotland and England continues to raise levels of
knowledge in the workforce. Encouragingly, there are
instances where AAC is gaining notice amongst politi-
cians, policy makers and service providers. As always,
Communication Matters is looking to see how it can
better support its members here.

In England, one outcome from the Bercow Review is
the development of the Communication Council, within
which the only sub-group that has been agreed is the
one for AAC. This will heavily involve Anna Reeves as
the National AAC Coordinator for England, and it has
been agreed that Toby Hewson will represent Com-
munication Matters on that sub-group. We look forward
to hearing reports from him on the influence that CM is
having in this new and exciting forum.

2. Developing networks and partnerships with
government, policy makers and other voluntary
organisations

There are a number of developments which Trustees
and Friends of CM have been exploring over recent
months. Some to highlight at present include:

Sally Chan and Dithe Fisher have continued with de-
velopments from the position paper ‘Assessment
standards for provision of AAC’ produced in 2008 fol-
lowing a consultation process with the membership.
They co-ordinated and chaired a follow-up meeting of
the AAC Assessment Services Forum held at the sym-

TRUSTEES’

NEWS

FROM JANICE MURRAY, CHAIR

posium in September, 2009. As a consequence, the first
national meeting will be held in February 2010 and aims
to explore topics on: Models of assessment/service de-
livery, Standards of good practice, and Outcome
measures. This meeting is open to all UK assessment
services (in AAC) and funding opportunities are avail-
able to support attendance by up to 40 people from
assessment services (one representative from each
service), for more information please turn to the ‘Hot
News’ section on page 19.

Communication Matters is now firmly established as a
partner within the Communication Trust and several of
its committees, e.g. Communication Consortium. The
next Consortium meeting on 15 December will see a
specific focus on AAC, presented by myself and Anna
Reeves, in her role as the National AAC Coordinator.

I am anticipating meeting the new Communication Cham-
pion, Jean Gross, in December, when I aim present an
overview of Communication Matters and its role.

3. Become a focal point for AAC research

We put considerable energies into bid-writing and seek-
ing grants, but almost all were unsuccessful. More
positively, this process has been a learning curve for
the Charity and one where we have gained consider-
able knowledge in working through this notoriously tricky
mire of funding opportunities and procedures. We aim to
put this knowledge and experience to good use as we
plan for future funding opportunities available to us this
coming year.

FANTASTIC NEWS!

Communication Matters in collaboration with Sheffield
University, Barnsley Assistive Technology Service and
Manchester Metropolitan University has been awarded
£467,751 from the Big Lottery Fund Research Pro-
gramme. This is a three year project entitled:
‘Communication Matters – Research Matters: An AAC
Evidence Base’. The key areas of research are:
(i) to assess the prevalence of need for AAC across

the UK (no tech, low tech and high tech) (Shef-
field/Barnsley);

(ii) to map existing services in the UK and other routes
to provision of AAC (Sheffield/Barnsley);

(iii) to provide improved access to best practice evi-
dence to support early identif ication and
intervention for people of all ages who need AAC
(establishing an evidence database) (MMU).

This is unbelievably wonderful news and moves us into
a new sphere of activity and recognition. As you may be
aware, Liz Moulam co-ordinated and delivered this bid,
in collaboration with the research partners, we owe her
much thanks for this success and especially her drive
and attention to detail in those final few days before
submission. Thank you so much, Liz! We will provide more
detail on these developments through our eNews.

4. Continue with business as usual…

Communication Matters’ core business continues to be
in demand. We have delivered a number of study days
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and Road Shows over the past year across the
UK. These seem to be very well received for
those unable to attend the National Symposium
or for whom a more in-depth day on a specialist
topic is welcome. We are already starting to plan
the CM2010 National Symposium which will be
on 26-28 September 2010 in Leicester. And don’t
forget to also pencil in your diary the ISAAC Bi-
ennial Conference to be held in Barcelona on
24-29 July 2010.

NEW BOARD OF TRUSTEES

We welcome newly elected Board members: Mike
Clarke, Dithe Fisher, Sandra Hartley and myself.
They join Toby Hewson (who was re-elected), Trish
Davidson, Sally Chan, Gillian Hazel, Neil Hansen,
Simon Judge, Anna Reeves and Tina Voizey.

As Trustees, we are mindful that we need to con-
tinually seek the opinion of the Associate
Membership in terms of the work and profile of the
charity. We welcome feedback and direction that
best suits the diverse needs and geographical lo-
cation of our membership. No doubt, over the next
year, we will be seeking more formal feedback on
specific plans and activities.

In the meantime, I look forward to working on your
behalf.

Janice Murray, Chair of Board of Trustees

TRUSTEES’

NEWS

POSSUM ACQUIRES MANUFACTURING
CAPABILITY

Possum has announced further expansion of the
group through the acquisition of a contract elec-
tronics manufacturing business.

In order to safeguard the security of the supply of
products and to ensure the highest quality stand-
ards of manufacture, Possum has acquired the
business and assets of Nortec Production Limited,
a contract electronics manufacturing company based
in Atherstone, Warwickshire. The manufacturing of
Possum products will be moved over to Nortec over
the course of approximately twelve months.

Chairman, Philip Robinson said, “It’s great to be
expanding and strengthening the Possum success
story – particularly in a time of recession. The ac-
quisition of Nortec will increase the number of
employees in the group to approximately 100 and
will strengthen the business by bringing additional
revenue streams. With the addition of manufac-
turing, Possum will be a vertically integrated
organisation controlling every stage of supply from
product concept, through design and manufacture
to installation and customer support ensuring the
best possible service to our customers.”

RELEASES
PRESS

Despite the current economic climate and history
of poor-to-patchy funding in our field, this is an
exciting time for AAC!

The appointments of Anna Reeves as National AAC
Coordinator and Jean Gross as Communication
Champion are big steps forward. I have long been
impressed by the way the many stakeholders work
together to improve services and support for peo-
ple who use AAC, and these appointments are
already creating even stronger opportunities for
collaboration and knowledge sharing.

Mick Thomas (Becta) and Anna attended our Octo-
ber eCAT meeting. Mick gave a presentation on
Home Access Grants, and Anna gave an overview
of her new role, and updates on the Better Com-
munication Action Plan and Children’s Community
Equipment Services. I was pleased to be invited
to represent suppliers on the new AAC Sub-group,
chaired by Jean Gross.

POSITION PAPER

This document will set out the British Healthcare
Trades Association (BHTA) ‘position’ on communi-
cation aid funding. Once finalised it wil l be
circulated to MPs, government departments and
agencies, media, charities and other interested
parties. It will reinforce the message about severe
underfunding of communication aids, whilst en-
couraging and supporting progress made so far.

NHS EAT CONTRACT

Thank-you everyone who helped Amanda Crofts (NHS
Supply Chain) during the CM2009 Symposium to bet-
ter understand: (i) the problems people experience
when trying to obtain funding; (ii) SLTs’ involvement
in AAC purchase decisions. Tender documents are
due out soon for the new April 2010 supply contract.

AAC AWARENESS

It is vital that we continue to work together to
achieve greater AAC awareness. The dedicated
‘Communication Village’ at Naidex next April will
help. As suppliers, we will be looking for a similar
high profile for AAC at other major events. The pro-
posed 2011 Year of Speech, Language &
Communication provides a fantastic opportunity for
us to significantly raise public awareness of AAC.

ON A PERSONAL NOTE...

I was sad to leave Liberator in October. I have im-
mensely enjoyed working in AAC for eight years
and hope to stay in touch through my new busi-
ness [Ed: see ‘Hot News’ on page 19].

As this may be my last report as eCAT chair, I wish
you all continued success in improving opportuni-
ties and outcomes for people who use AAC.

David Weatherburn, Chair of eCAT section, BHTA

FROM DAVID WEATHERBURN

NEWS
eCAT
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COMMUNICATION CHAMPION ANNOUNCED

In October, The Children’s Secretary, Ed Balls an-
nounced the appointment of Jean Gross as
England’s first Communication Champion.

The appointment of a Communication Champion
was a recommendation in the 2008 Bercow Re-
port on services for children with speech, language
and communication needs, and forms part of the
government’s Better Communication Action Plan
developed in response to the Bercow Review.

*
NATIONAL AAC COORDINATOR ANNOUNCED

Anna Reeves has been appointed as the National
AAC Coordinator for England. Based part-time at
Becta, she will be be working closely with the Com-
munication Champion and will ensure that AAC
provision and support is addressed in the implemen-
tation of the Better Communication Action Plan.

*
RCSLT HONOURS FOR CHAIR OF 1 VOICE

Our congratulations to Katie
Clarke for being awarded the
prestigious Honorary Fellow-
ship of the Royal College of
Speech and Language Thera-
pists. Katie is the co-founder
and Chair of ‘1 Voice - Commu-
nicating Together’, a UK wide
charity supporting children and families using AAC.

“Katie has taken her positive, empowering approach
to supporting her own daughter’s communication
and shared this with isolated families across the UK
who use alternative and augmentative communica-
tion, and the professionals that support them.”
[RCSLT Bulletin, November 2009]

The award acknowledges and honours non- and
overseas SLTs who have contributed outstanding
services to speech and language therapy and for
the benefit of those with communication disability.

*
BIG CHALLENGE '09 AWARD WINNER

Congratulations also to Terry Gibson and her son
Michael Reed for winning a £4,000 grant from Big
Challenge '09 for a project which aims to bring com-
munication to people who don't have any AAC,
raising awareness, and increasing language, literacy
and multimedia skills for participants and audience.

INVITATION TO ATTEND THE NATIONAL
AAC ASSESSMENT SERVICES FORUM

At the CM2009 National Symposium in September,
there was a meeting for AAC assessment serv-
ices in the UK. The focus of the meeting was the
proposed establishment of a Forum for all provid-
ers of AAC assessment in the UK. The meeting
began with feedback from a questionnaire circu-
lated to centres and services seeking their
opinions about the role of this forum. Results were
not unanimous but on balance respondents
wanted the forum to meet twice a year: once na-
tionally and once regionally. There was some
agreement on London as the venue for national
meetings. There were numerous suggestions for
agenda items. Although the meeting was well at-
tended, a number of services were not
represented.

The AAC Assessment Services Forum has now
been established, coordinated by Sally Chan and
Dithe Fisher. A full day UK National meeting of the
Forum has been organised to take place on 4 Feb-
ruary 2010 in London. The discussion will include
service delivery models and outcome measures.
Becta has kindly agreed to pay the travelling ex-
penses for up to 40 people to attend the meeting
(one representative per service). Note that places
are allocated on a first come, first served basis.

Important: If you are a provider of AAC assess-
ment services and wish to attend the National
Forum meeting on 4 February, please email Patrick
Poon at admin@communicationmatters.org.uk

It is important that the full range of assessment
services should be included in the Forum, even if
they are not able to attend the February meeting.
If you were not at the September meeting, and
would like to be involved in the Forum, contact
Sally Chan sallychan@blueyonder.co.uk or Dithe
Fisher dfisher@aberdeencity.gov.uk

For more information about the AAC Assessment
Services Forum, visit the Communication Matters
website www.communicationmatters.org.uk/
aacservicesforum

*
ABILITY WORLD LTD

David Weatherburn, formerly of Liberator, is set-
ting up Ability World Ltd which will offer assistive
technology for acquired conditions and the eld-
erly. More details wil l be available at
www.ability-world.com

*
TALKSENSE

Tony Jones has recently left Liberator and opened
TalkSense, a new business and website offering
AAC training and support, such as a free ‘symbol
design’ service. The TalkSense website contains a
growing number of free downloads and services:
please visit www.TalkSense.weebly.com

NEWS
HOT
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11 December 2009 London
Communication Matters Road Show in London
FREE Tel: 0845 456 8211  www.communicationmatters.org.uk
13-15 January 2010 London
The Special Needs Fringe
Inclusive Technology: 01457 8197905  www.inclusive.co.uk
14 January 2010 London
Missing the Target? Exploring Target Setting for
Children With Multi-Sensory Impairment
Contact CM: 0845 456 8211  www.communicationmatters.org.uk
21 January 2010 Edinburgh
Personal Communication Passports
Contact CALL Scotland: 0131 651 6235  www.callscotland.org.uk
28 January 2010 Oxford
Moving on from PECS
Contact ACE Centre: 01865 759800  www.ace-centre.org.uk
25 February 2010 Edinburgh
MDVI and Technology
Contact CALL/SSC:  0131 651 6235  www.callscotland.org.uk
4 March 2010 Edinburgh
Books for All: Audio Resources
Contact CALL Scotland: 0131 651 6235  www.callscotland.org.uk
10 March 2010 Oxford
Switches – Who, why and how?
Contact ACE Centre: 01865 759800  www.ace-centre.org.uk
13 March 2010 Edinburgh
Technology Discovery Day
Saturday get-together organised by ACiP:S for adults who use AAC
Contact CALL Scotland: 0131 651 6235  www.callscotland.org.uk
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ROAD SHOW

25 March 2010 Edinburgh
Introduction to BoardMaker 6
Contact CALL Scotland: 0131 651 6235  www.callscotland.org.uk
22 April 2010 Edinburgh
The Development of Language and Communication
Contact CALL Scotland: 0131 651 6235  www.callscotland.org.uk
29 April 2010 Edinburgh
ICT and Early Years
Contact CALL Scotland: 0131 651 6235  www.callscotland.org.uk
6 May 2010 Oxford
Making Sense of Eye Gaze Technology
Contact ACE Centre: 01865 759800  www.ace-centre.org.uk
20-22 April 2010 Birmingham
Naidex 2010 at the NEC Birmingham
Visit Communication Matters in the ‘Communication Village’
More information: www.naidex.co.uk
15-17 June 2010 (TBC) Edinburgh, Dundee, S Lanarkshire
ICT and Inclusion
Contact CALL Scotland: 0131 651 6235  www.callscotland.org.uk
24 June 2010 Oxford
AAC – What is there to say?
Contact ACE Centre: 01865 759800  www.ace-centre.org.uk
24-29 July 2010 Barcelona
ISAAC 14th Biennial International Conference:
Communicating Worlds
More information: www.isaac2010.org
26-28 September 2010 Leicester
CM2010 National Symposium
Contact: 0845 456 8211 www.communicationmatters.org.uk

Exploring Target Setting
for Children With Multi-Sensory Impairment

Thursday 14 January 2010, London

More information & booking form at:

www.communicationmatters.org.uk/studydays

Missing the Point?
STUDY DAY
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PAPER PRESENTED AT THE CM2009 NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM, UNIVERSITY OF LEICESTER, SEPTEMBER 2009

How Fast the World of Communication
Aids Moves On

BARRY SMITH
Email: bsbsmith40@googlemail.com

WHO I AM

My name is Barry Smith. I have been using
a Lightwriter since one year before I left
school. It gave me speech to start col-
lege with, the next year. When I went for
assessment they were not too happy be-
cause I only had a Bliss board which was
a low tech communication aid with no
sound output on it.

Everybody has different needs, this is how
a Bliss user speaks. With a board, some
people could point with their finger to the
symbol. If the person could not point but
could look, the person who has no speech
could eye point to the word they wanted
to say. Then the person they were talking
to could see where they were looking and
could read it. But one bad thing about this
was if a listener could not read, they could
not understand.

I liked the layout of the board because
they would always put the same kind of
words together so it helped the person
using the board to find the words they
needed. Most people’s boards had col-
our coding on it to help the communication
use, like all the ‘doing words’ were green
and they were together.

I asked my speech therapist to work to-
gether with me so she would understand
my language and help me get the right
communication aid for my needs

Liz asked the SCTCI communication aid
centre to bring a couple of speech aids
into the school for me to try and see if I
liked any of them. Liz worked with me and
she showed me how to work the first
Lightwriter. Then I saw two more commu-
nication aids before, I made up my mind.
I liked the Lightwriter because it was a
nice size. The people from SCTCI said
that me and Liz could have it on loan.
After I left school, Linda Page met me and

gave me my first Lightwriter, with a bag.
The bag was like a money belt because
you wear it around your waist.

FIRST LIGHTWRITER

One day when I was at college Linda came
to see me. She gave me a new Lightwriter
that was just out, at the time. When they
brought out the deep keys, it was helpful
because some people need to press
harder, and the sound was a bit better.

In 1998 they brought out another new
one. It was better, because the keys were
deeper than before, and it predicted
words. After you had written some let-
ters you had to set it up by pressing the
MEM button two times. In small text, it
would show you the next letters of the
word you might like to use. But the only
thing was, it came up with words no one
would use, and it didn’t remember what
words you had used before. The keyboard
was better for me to use because it had
a deep keyguard over it. You could not
put your hand on keys by accident. The
sound was different and you could
change the voice – there were more male
and female voices to choose from. This
Lightwriter was fast. You could save longer
messages into the memory, as well.

Then about six mouths after this I de-
cided to get it mounted on my wheelchair
because it kept falling on the ground
which was not any good for it. Therefore,
I seen Linda and got me one. Then one
day when I was at my day centre at Red
Cross House, she came to see me be-
cause my wheelchair was not working. I
had a back up chair but my mount would
not fit on it. Therefore, Linda asked some-
one to make me one that has an arm that
can move around when I want to access
my wheelchair by myself. That works for
me even ten years on.

IN FEBRUARY OF THIS YEAR

In February of this year I got a more up to
date Lightwriter. It can do more things and
it looks different as well because it is a
new design. One of the things I liked was
that the sound now comes out better
because the speech output is now next
to the screen, not at the back. The per-
son who is using the Lightwriter can now
do more things, so it’s better. Something
the SL40 can do as well as being a com-
munication aid is to support people in
having a better life. Some disability peo-
ple may find it hard to turn things on, like
the light or a lamp, but now they can pro-
gram their SL40 to turn the things on and
they can make it work using the Lightwriter.
Texting is good for people who find it hard
to communicate.

One more thing that is good about the
SL40 is that you could drop it out of the
upstairs window of a two-storey building
and if it lands on grass it will still work.

Lightwriter is still developing it; they say they
will update it for the next three years free.

A few more things I find helpful are that
you can save long pieces of text. It can
save a book. You can write notes and
save to a notebook, and you can program
in a long talk to the notebook then save
it all in one bit. It also has editing – by
putting your caps lock on you are able to
use the backspace to go back and change
words without deleting. But you must
make sure the caps lock is on before you
backspace because if you don’t, it will
take your work out and you would have
to type everything back in again…

HOW CAN SL40 HELP IN LIFE?

My new SL40 helps me with texting peo-
ple, which is really good because I cannot
hold the telephone that well and people



dedicated to communication

For over 35 years, Toby Churchill Ltd has been 

developing and manufacturing technologies to 

assist people who live with a speech impairment.

Our commitment to investment and R&D has 

enabled us to develop a range of dedicated 

communication aids that enhance the speed  

and scope of communication. 

Our latest model, the Lightwriter® SL40, is the 

first in a new generation of Lightwriters that 

are changing users‘ lives. Light but robust in 

design with high quality Acapela voices, the 

Lightwriter® SL40 allows the user to carry  

out different activities from the same device

including speaking, writing notes and even 

sending SMS text messages. 

Lightwriter® SL40. The freedom to communicate.

Freedom to communicate

Leigh: “The Lightwriter® SL40 was 
essential during a medical emergency 
when I had to communicate with an  
on-call doctor after an allergic reation. I 
like the new word prediction and also the 
Notebook feature where I have stored all 
my personal medical information in case 
of any more emergencies!”

Beth: “The Lightwriter® SL40 has 
changed my life. I talk with everyone 
at school, text my friends and use it 
anywhere. What I like the most is the 
new word prediction. It’s different from 
before but easy to learn and use.”

Brian is delighted that he can text 
friends and family so easily. His wife 
says: “He used to find it difficult to hold 
his mobile phone and often dropped 
it.” Now she can go out knowing 
Brian can always contact her from his 
Lightwriter® SL40.

For more information contact Toby Churchill Ltd.  

Norman Way Industrial Estate, Over, Cambridge CB24 5QE 

01954 281 210  

info@toby-churchill.com  

www.toby-churchill.com
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do not know what I am saying. It could
help with personal safety. Just say some-
one was out by theirself and something
was up, they could send a text to get
some help. The predictor saves time – it
is quicker than speaking to someone.

I like having a notebook. Some people find
it hard to write because of a physical dis-
ability. But now they can write into their
Lightwriter and save the work as well. You
might worry about how long a message
you can save under a letter, but it could
save a book. That is how big the memory
is. No need to worry any more about be-
ing late, because it has a clock in it. And
if someone is not able to turn on a light
or a lamp, it can be programmed into it

so people can access it themselves
through the Lightwriter.

IN TEN YEARS TIME

What I would like to see in ten years time
is for Lightwriter to bring out new soft-
ware that gives Internet access to people
who do not have access to a computer
but who use a Lightwriter. Someone who
uses a Lightwriter could even work for a
bank. This would help employment and
make new jobs for people and it would
also raise awareness about communica-
tion with people using Lightwriters.

The world moves on and Lightwriter is
keeping up to date with the times. Peo-

ple might be able to access their
Lightwriter as if it were a computer. For
example, people who use a Lightwriter
might have access to the internet and also
to MSN, to let everybody message live
from their Lightwriters. This will help eve-
ryone who uses Lightwriter to do things
they couldn’t do before, like online bank-
ing, which would help people who don’t
keep well. The down side is how to save
this kind of information?

As well people might be able to do online
shopping from their Lightwriter - but the
down side with this would be that people
may stop going out.  

Barry Smith

What is Communication Matters?
Communication Matters is the UK Chapter of ISAAC (International
Society for Augmentative and Alternative Communication), so members
of Communication Matters are also members of ISAAC.
Our Vision: A world where all individuals have a right to a ‘voice’
through the provision of equipment and ongoing support services.

Our Mission: Communication Matters values people who use
any form of communication and promotes the individual’s right to
participate in all aspects of life by using their most appropriate
means of communication to express their thoughts, feelings,
needs and desires.

What are the benefits of Membership?
Members of Communication Matters receive:
• The Communication Matters Journal three times a year.
• Reduced rate at Communication Matters Study Days.
• Reduced delegate rate at the Annual Communication Matters

National Symposium.
• Regular electronic newsletters with the latest news in AAC

developments, information about Communication Matters Road
Shows, study days, other events, and more.

• Access the member’s area of the CM website.
• All the benefits of ISAAC membership, including ISAAC

publications at substantially reduced rates (AAC Journal,
ISAAC-Israel, AGOSCI News), and special delegate rates for
the Biennial ISAAC International Conference. If you join early
in the year, you will receive a Membership Directory.

How do I become a Member?
If you live in the UK, you can become a member of
Communication Matters (and therefore of ISAAC) by contacting:
Tel: 0845 456 211 admin@communicationmatters.org.uk
www.communicationmatters.org.uk
If you are outside the UK, you can become a member of
ISAAC or subscribe to this Journal by contacting:
ISAAC, 49 The Donway West, Suite 308, Toronto, Ontario M3C
3M9, Canada Tel: +1 416 385 0351 info@isaac-online.org
www.isaac-online.org

JOINING COMMUNICATION MATTERS & ISAAC

What is ISAAC?
• ISAAC stands for International Society for Augmentative and Alternative

Communication.
• ISAAC is a big international organisation that focuses on AAC.
• ISAAC was formed in 1983 and has over 3,700 members.
• ISAAC members live in more than 50 countries around the world.
• There are ISAAC Chapters in Australia, Canada, Denmark, Finland,

French-speaking Countries, German-speaking Countries, Ireland,
Israel, Italy, Netherlands-Flanders, Norway, Sweden, United Kingdom
and United States of America.

ISAAC’s Vision: AAC will be recognised, valued and used throughout
the world.
ISAAC’s Mission: To promote the best possible communication for
people with complex communication needs.
What does ISAAC do?
• Advocates for augmented communicators & their families.
• Supports the use of AAC around the world. This includes countries

that do not know about AAC.
• Has an exciting awards & scholarship program for members.
• Encourages the development of AAC products & services.
• Produces a series of books for people involved in AAC.
• Has an international conference every two years.
• Sponsors a peer-reviewed scientific journal – Augmentative and

Alternative Communication (AAC). Peer-reviewed means that each
article is anonymously reviewed by three people who are experts to
see if it is suitable for publication. Visit the website at: www.isaac-
online.org/en/publications/aac.html for more details.

What do ISAAC members receive?
• Full access to ISAAC Information Exchange, an international resource

for sharing knowledge, experiences and perspectives on AAC.
• Access to ISAAC website and past Bulletin articles
• An International Directory with a list of all ISAAC members. A new

Directory is published every year.
• ISAAC members can buy the AAC Journal at a 54% discounted rate.
• ISAAC members can attend ISAAC conferences and meetings at

15% or more discounted rate.
• ISAAC members can buy other ISAAC products and resources at an

average discounted rate of 25%.
• ISAAC members network with professionals & AAC users world-wide.
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Can we provide the bells and whistles?

Supporting PC-based VOCAs and accessible computers

LIZ HOWARTH & ROHAN SLAUGHTER
Beaumont College, Slyne Road, Lancaster, LA2 6AP, UK
Email: slaughterr@beaumontcollege.org

INTRODUCTION

There are both advantages and disadvantages of PC-based voice
output communication aids (VOCAs) [1]. One advantage is that, in
addition to voice output, the same device can run any Windows
software, making it available to the user given that an appropri-
ate interface can be provided. A disadvantage of PC-based VOCAs
is that they are more sophisticated than dedicated devices, and
therefore typically require greater levels of technical support to
keep them running effectively. Without the appropriate levels of
support, technical problems may prevent use of the voice out-
put software, removing or reducing the user’s ability to
communicate.

Even where AAC practitioners feel that their clients would po-
tentially benefit from the additional opportunities offered by a
PC-based device, there are issues around whose responsibility it
is to provide the extra level of service required to facilitate this.
Work is required to set up the interface and technical configura-
tion to provide IT applications in an accessible way, and then to
provide the ongoing support for the user to learn how to use
these applications effectively, and technical support to keep them
working. This is ‘new work’ that was not required of AAC serv-
ices five years ago, and in a field which is already under-resourced
and where the primary focus is on face-to-face communication,
it can be difficult to resource this ‘extra’ level of service.

At Beaumont College we are running ‘The Wheeltop Project’, with
sponsorship from BT, which aims to improve access to commu-
nications technology for young people with physical and learning
disabilities. We have used the sponsorship to buy equipment and
software, and to fund a new ‘Technologist’ position in the col-
lege to carry out the associated work. Through the project we
have worked with our own students and other young people in
the local area to set up portable, customized tablet PC systems
with a customized access method and interface to suit each

user’s needs and preferences. Most but not all participants
use their device as a voice output communication aid. We
present firstly the reasons why we wanted to try to achieve
this, and secondly the model we have used at Beaumont Col-
lege in order to do so.

BEAUMONT COLLEGE

Beaumont College is a specialist FE college in Lancaster, run by
the disability charity Scope. We currently have 91 students aged
between 18 and 25 who have a broad range of physical and learn-
ing disabilities. We offer a creative arts curriculum with basic skills
embedded in all subjects and a focus on developing independ-
ence. We have achieved ‘Participating provider’ status in Becta’s
Technology Exemplar Network.

The college has many years’ experience of providing AAC across
the range of low tech, light tech and high tech systems. It cur-
rently employs 2.6 fte Speech and Language Therapists and 2.1
fte Speech and Language Therapy Technicians, as well as Occu-
pational Therapists and IT professionals who have also been
involved historically in AAC provision. The Communication team
recognised that the advent of PC-based devices brought more
opportunities for students but found, as discussed above, that
it was difficult to provide the extra staff input required to ex-
ploit these opportunities.

REASONS FOR PROVIDING AN IMPROVED TECHNOLOGY SERVICE

The reasons the college decided to pursue a way to achieve
this included the following:

• As an educational establishment Ofsted [2] requires the col-
lege to ensure that “Technology is used effectively to
promote and support learning”.

• Becta, the government agency for the use of technology
throughout learning, states that [3] “There is a strong body
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of evidence linking the use of technology to improvements
in learning and outcomes for learners”

• One of the College’s own foundations states that we aim to
support our students in “Learning to use technology in a
way that supports freedom and independence”

• Scope’s mission is “Helping disabled people achieve equal-
ity” and we feel that this is an equal opportunities issue:
our students’ non-disabled peers in mainstream colleges,
their siblings and society in general now takes access to
technology for granted.

• A study of Internet-based communication among people
with autism [9] found that several participants identified
benefits of text-based communication as opposed to face-
to-face conversation, including:

-  Reduced social, emotional and time pressures

-  Visual anonymity

-  Flexible pace

-  Permanence of text

-  Greater sense of control

It is interesting to consider whether some of these advan-
tages may also apply for people who use AAC.

There is also evidence [8] that exposure to text in any form
improves literacy and motivation to engage with written com-
munication, that texting allows children to experiment with
language in an informal, playful and unscrutinized way and
that the associated privacy allows independent development
of relationships and practise of skills.

• We feel that access to technology can support a range of
opportunities including the following:

1. Opportunities to improve literacy skills

Case study: R is unable to control a mouse or other point-
ing device or keyboard. Until recently she participated in
ICT sessions by directing staff on what she wanted to
find on the internet, or by dictating text for them to type.
She now uses a switch to control an on-screen keyboard
with symbolized word prediction and auditory feedback,
and is working on independently identifying the first let-
ter of the words she wants to use, then copy typing or
using word prediction to complete the word. She can then
use a button on the keyboard to save or email her work
directly to the tutor, providing her with much improved
opportunities for developing her literacy skills.

2. Opportunities for improved curriculum access

Case study: As a creative arts college we offer a dance
course which includes exercises in choreography. Until
recently this was heavily facilitated by staff transcribing
students’ ideas. Working with the dance tutors we have
now developed an interactive, symbolized choreography
resource. This allows students to access the relevant vo-
cabulary as a group, using a Smartboard via touchscreen,
joystick or other pointing device or a switch, to make a
record of their ideas and to refer back to it for rehearsal.

3. Opportunities for improved social inclusion

Case study: O comes originally from the Philippines and
uses the wireless internet access on his device to ac-
cess a range of social networking sites to keep in touch
with friends and family from around the world, and well
as Philippine TV soaps, news and weather. He has also
used his device to prepare and deliver presentations on
the project outside of the college, and to make contribu-
tions to the college blog about these events. He uses his
language pack to generate the text for these activities

and can then easily copy and paste this into other appli-
cations.

4. Opportunities for improved independence and privacy

The students we have worked with have told us that they
value the additional independence and privacy afforded
by, for example, being able to send or receive a text
message or email independently without needing to rely
on someone else supporting this and being privy to its
content.

Additionally, there is evidence available from studies [4-9]
indicating that access to technology benefits young people
in many and diverse ways.

WHAT APPLICATIONS DO OUR STUDENTS WANT TO USE?

Music players

Music plays a very important part in many young people’s lives
[10]. This is not a new phenomenon! But for some of our stu-
dents the opportunity to independently control what music they
listen to, at what volume and when, can be a new and valued
experience.

The Internet

In our experience, providing meaningful access to the Internet
for our students is the biggest challenge of all the applications
students want to use. For those who aren’t able to use a point-
ing device, navigation via hyperlinks can be difficult, and for
those who aren’t able to read, making the content meaningful
and enabling navigation can be problematic. While we haven’t
found an ideal solution to either of these problems, we are
working with systems such as switch control of the mouse
pointer, scanning around hyperlinks, mouseless browsing [11]
and auditory feedback via screen readers to try to provide the
best access we can, tailored to individuals’ needs.

Email

Having tried unsuccessfully in the past to make standard email
packages accessible to our students, we now use and adapt the
simplified email interface provided by the Grid 2 software [12]
very successfully with many. A combination of pre-stored phrases
with an on-screen keyboard and word prediction, where appro-
priate, allows students to compose messages ranging from 2-3
pre-stored phrases to fully autonomous, spontaneous text, us-
ing either direct or switch access.

Mobile phones

A survey in 2006 [7] found that, of 11-17 year-olds:

• 78% say having a mobile phone improves their social life.

• 25% say their mobile phone has resulted in more frequent
contact with grandparents.

These are surely beneficial consequences of access to a mo-
bile phone. However, more ambiguous findings include that:

• 35% say they regularly contact people they don’t want their
parents to know about.

• 37% “sometimes dodge calls from parents”.

These latter points indicate that some young people use mobile
phones to establish private relationships, asserting their inde-
pendence from parents. This raises questions of safety for any
young person, but particularly for the vulnerable young adults
we work with. Our e-safety policy is discussed below.

OBSTACLES TO AN ENHANCED IT SERVICE

The resources required to facilitate access to such applica-
tions include the necessary skills and time required to set up
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the appropriate configurations and inter-
faces to meet individual users’ needs and
preferences, and then to provide the nec-
essary ongoing technical and learning
support. These are significant, and the
college would have struggled without ex-
tra resources to develop this new service.

A further obstacle to providing an en-
hanced IT service is the issue of e-Safety.
A number of our students are vulnerable
adults and need support to use social tech-
nologies such as Facebook. We undertake
individual risk assessments with each stu-
dent who wishes to do so. A member of
the technology team works with the stu-
dent’s keyworker to determine the
appropriate level of support for the stu-
dent and will ensure that the student’s
profile on each service they intend to use
is appropriately configured to minimise the
risk of inappropriate contact. Access to
Web 2.0 services is controlled via our
firewall, and access is only provided once
the risk assessment is complete. We de-
veloped our e-safety guidance from work
done by Becta [13].

HISTORY OF OUR PROJECT

Our project began in 2004 with one of our
student’s bad experience of an early PC-
based communication aid. N wanted access
to IT applications such as email and the
internet, but had frequent technical prob-
lems with her device, with lengthy repairs
sometimes leaving her without her com-
munication aid for weeks at a time. This
prompted the college technology depart-
ment to provide a replacement device for
her, using an Itronix tablet PC with the Grid
1 software to provide voice output.

The intention was to integrate a device for
N, and potentially for other students, us-
ing off the shelf components. In this way
we hoped to provide cheaper AAC and
personal computing systems, more easily
maintained ‘in-house’ to reduce the need
to send devices away for repairs. The use
of ‘mainstream’ hardware means that the
college IT team can more easily support
students’ systems, for example by keep-
ing backup images and spare devices that
can be used to provide fast replacements
when devices need maintenance work.

The Itronix prototype was later replaced
with a Motion tablet PC. We discovered
in 2006 that Smartbox were integrating
their latest model using the same tablet
from Motion, so we then decided to pur-
chase some solutions from them to work
with other students. We have since con-
tinued to both buy in systems from
Smartbox (most recently their Powerbox
systems) and integrate our own solutions,
most recently with the Fizzbook Spin mini-
tablet touchscreen PC. We have also
worked with Dynavox systems where

these were identified as the best AAC
solution for a particular student, although
their less powerful processor may pro-
vide slower performance with some
additional applications.

In 2007, BT offered to sponsor our work,
providing funding for equipment and a
full-time Technologist post over 3 years.
This also allowed us to begin ‘outreach’
work, covering a number of our feeder
schools as well as a mainstream school
and work with an adult in the community.
Part of the funding was also allocated to
support Scope’s No Voice, No Choice cam-
paign, to campaign for better services
for people with speech, language and
communication needs.

TEAMING MODEL

Our AAC Community of Practice (CoP) in-
cludes Speech and Language Therapists
and Technicians, Occupational Thera-
pists, IT staff, Physiotherapists and
Teachers, and meets fortnightly. Our typi-
cal AAC assessment involves several
professionals from the CoP but is led by
the SLT for the purpose of selecting the
language pack and access method. How-
ever, where there is likely to be significant
use of IT applications on the same de-
vice, this ‘extra’ level of service is now
led by the Technologist, with SLT and
other input as required. In this way the
‘bells and whistles’ are introduced and
configured for each individual by the tech-
nologist once the AAC system is in place.
Within the technology team the ‘main-
stream’ and ‘special access’ IT staff are
all in the same department, and room!
This means that the technologist can
quickly and easily get help with technical
issues where required. We feel that this
is a major benefit in resolving technical
problems with students’ devices.

The ability to share information with and
seek help from other professionals regu-
larly and easily has been a major factor
in the success of our project so far.

Technologist’s role

The Technologist has weekly 1-1 sessions
with each student taking part in the
project, where they work together to
configure the applications and interface
according to the student’s needs and pref-
erences, and to give dedicated time for
students to learn to use new applications.

Guidance on access issues, mounting etc.
is sought from colleagues as appropriate.
The technologist also provides regular sup-
port in curriculum sessions to support the
student to use their device in context, for
example to contribute to the college blog.
Initial and ongoing technical support is
provided as required.

FEEDBACK

We have not yet collected formal feed-
back from the people taking part in the
project, but we have included some
quotes from participants and from staff
we have worked with in schools.

“There are lots of benefits of using the
Wheeltop that are a big help to me. One is
the wheeltop being very portable, I can go
on the internet and check what’s on at cin-
emas, I also use messenger so I can talk to
my friends on line and it lets me to send all
my texts. BT have been fantastic – they lis-
tened to everything I had to say and now
they are helping with funding. I am really
happy they are helping me and others. Plus
my ambition now is to keep up with my role
model talks where I help children with diffi-
culties. Without help from Beaumont College
and BT I could not do all this.”   – N

“I use my wheeltop talk and internet and
music and email and write blog. The best
thing is I can edit my pages.”    – O

“We were bowled over by the things you in-
troduced us to. Personally I feel a lot more
confident about planning for the future and
trying to meet S’s needs … it’s such a liber-
ating idea to be able to integrate the
communication software with all the facili-
ties of a standard laptop.”

– Roger Davies, Head of IT,
Queen Elizabeth School

CONCLUSIONS

Sherlock [1] asks whether it is desirable
that so many high-tech VOCAs are now
PC-based. It is certainly true that not every
person who uses high-tech AAC will want
to make use of extra ICT applications,
and that where this is the case, PC-based
devices can present significant technical
problems for little benefit!

However, for those disabled people who
do want access to mainstream ICT and
need a specially customized interface,
portable PC-based systems can provide
great opportunities for access to the dig-
ital world, and can open up alternative
methods of communication such as
email, texting and social networking.

Through this project we are finding that
we can provide the ‘bells and whistles’ of
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access to mainstream ICT to our stu-
dents where appropriate, however this
requires considerable resources. We are
still in the process of collecting data on
the time spent with students through this
project, but it is clear that we could not
have achieved the current level of serv-
ice we offer from our position three years
ago without the sponsorship from BT.

The project has given the college the
‘boost’ it required to start up such a serv-
ice, however the college is now beginning
to view this kind of provision not as ‘bells
and whistles’, but as a normal part of our
work. Now that our sponsorship is due
to end the college plans to continue the
service we have established through the
continuation of the Technologist position,
since the provision of improved access
to technology for disabled people has
now been established as a high priority
for the college and for Scope. 

 Liz Howarth, Technologist

Rohan Slaughter, Technology Manager
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Speaking Up and Speaking Out! Pathways to Self-Advocacy
This pack is intended for carers, facilitators  and others concerned with the advocacy
needs of people with severe communication difficulties who need or use AAC. It is useful
for staff development, especially for those working with adults. The pack comprises two
books: a comprehensive Handbook and a Practical Guide.
Price: £30 including p&p

Michelle Finds a Voice
This book is a story about a young adult with disabilities who is
unable to speak or communicate effectively. A number of events
cause her to feel unhappy until she and her carers are helped to
overcome the communication difficulties. Michelle’s story is told
through pictures alone to allow each reader to make his or her own
interpretation. Published by Royal College of Psychiatrists.
Price: £10 plus £1.50 p&p

Communication Without Speech
This ISAAC book is a highly accessible introduction to AAC. It
contains lots of questions and practical tips such as vocabulary
selection, assessment, education and vocational considera-
tions, making communication boards, and includes excellent
photographs and illustrations.
Price: £15 plus £1.50 p&p

The Power of Communication (DVD)
This DVD has been produced by Communication Matters to provide an introductory
presentation on Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC). The film delivers a
powerful message that communication really does matter. The DVD celebrates and promotes
communication in all its forms - central to the values of Communication Matters, a UK
charitable organisation concerned with the needs of people who use AAC.
Price: £8 each (£20 for three) including p&p
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Spreading the Word(s)

AXEL BÖHM & JULIE ATKINSON
Access to Communication & Technology, West Midlands Rehabilitation Centre, 91 Oak Tree Lane, Selly Oak, Birmingham, B29 6JA, UK
Email: julie.atkinson@sbpct.nhs.uk  Email: axel.bohm@live.co.uk

INTRODUCTION

Access to Communication & Technology is
the West Midlands regional Electronic
Assistive Technology (EAT) assessment
and provision service. As such, it has a
key role in educating families, carers, pro-
fessionals, students and the general
public about AAC (as well as wider EAT
issues.)

Over the past 12 years, ACT have invited
Axel to present lectures to a number of
different groups, including Speech & Lan-
guage Therapy Undergraduates, NHS
Disability Awareness training, BTEC Ad-
vanced Diploma in Speech & Language
Support, and the West Midlands AAC Care
Pathway training courses.

Using a combination of pre-stored pres-
entations and text to generate novel
messages, Axel conveys some of the
highs and lows of his communication sys-
tems. During presentations, he invites his
audience to come onto the platform and
stand behind him to see close up how he
uses the HeadMouse to access his vo-
cabulary, and how his vocabulary is
organised, thus allowing his audience a
unique insight into his communicative
world.

He presents a variety of lectures (an ex-
ample of which is transcribed below)
describing his progress from his early com-
munication as a child, using low tech

systems, to being an effective augmented
communicator, using a Vanguard II voice
output communication aid with WordCore
45 vocabulary, accessed by a HeadMouse.
He describes how he has learnt to use a
range of communication systems intro-
duced over many years.

Feedback from attendees about the con-
tribution that Axel makes is always highly
positive. For example, when participants
were asked what they enjoyed most on a
recent course (“Introduction to AAC”), par-
ticipants commented, “Seeing a service user
and getting their view”, “Really great to
meet an AAC user and find out how he
uses his AAC” and “Great having a user’s
perspective.” Indeed, following a presen-
tation which Axel gave to her when she
was a student, one newly qualified Speech
& Language Therapist subsequently ar-
ranged for him to attend her SLT staff
meeting to lecture about his experiences.

AXEL’S EXPERIENCES OF COMMUNICATION

Hello everyone; my name is Axel. I would
like to tell you about some of the commu-
nication difficulties I encountered while I
was growing up.

Early Communication Strategies

I had to use several ways of alternative
communication, because, when I was
young, talking computers had not been
invented. When I was very young, I only

used my eyes to communicate, looking at
things I wanted to talk about. My mother
then asked questions and I could indicate
“Yes” or “No” by nodding or shaking my
head; sometimes it took lots and lots of
questions! For instance, how would you
tell at home that a child was naughty at
school and pushed the fire alarm button
and big red fire engines came, or that a
bee had stung a child, when you can say
only “Yes” or “No”? Or how to tell your
mother that you could not go to sleep,
because a mosquito was flying around
your head ready to bite, but every time
mother switched on the light to ask what
was wrong, the mosquito stopped buzz-
ing; I did manage to do this in the end
after a lot of questions.

Sometimes I was not so lucky with other
people, especially in hospitals, when the
nurses did not know me. I had no way of
saying that I was crying because I was
thirsty. Instead of water, I got more pain-
killer syrup. Does it happen to you that
sometimes strangers put sweets or money
into your lap? It happened to me many
times; now I can say “Thank you”, while
before I just sat there mute; probably
these people did not realize I could not
speak and thought me very rude.

Now I have a rather scary story to tell.
When I was 17 years old, I started to live
in a residential home, where I met several
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young disabled people and I made spe-
cial friends with a boy called Deon. I slept
in a room with 6 other people. From there
a bus took Deon and me to School every
morning. Before we got up, a Nurse would
come around and give us our medication.
But one morning, Nurse was in a rush; she
gave me my tablet and she left my bed
neighbour’s tablets on a locker beside my
bed. When another Nurse gave me my
breakfast, she threw my bed neighbour’s
tablets into my breakfast and I tried say,
“No that is wrong” with my face. About
my bed neighbour, he had strong medi-
cation as he was a bit of an aggressive
guy, who always threatened to break my
computer. In the morning rush, I could not
tell anybody of the mistake the Nurses
had made; only once on the bus, I told
Deon. At School, I started feeling very tired
and fell asleep; my teacher noticed I had
also turned very pale but she didn’t know
what was wrong. Deon realized that it
could have something to do with the ex-
tra tablets and told my teacher about it.
I was rushed to hospital, where my pulse
apparently was hardly noticeable and I
kept on sleeping. My mother was called
but when she arrived, the doctors could
assure her that all would be well after I
slept off the effect of the tablets.

Low Tech Communication Strategies

Things got better when I learnt to spell,
at the age of 6, and I started to use a
communication board, with all the letters
and numbers in three rows. My communi-
cation partner passes a finger along the
rows and I look up when the finger ar-
rives at the letter I need. This is a very
slow process, but I use it often, even now.
Instead of the board I can also use la-
bels, posters or shop fronts, when we are
out and about without my communication
aid.

I like to attend meetings with other peo-
ple who use communication devices. At
the Communication Matters conference
in 2008, I saw somebody using a trans-
parent communication board – a piece of
transparent plastic with the letters of the
alphabet stuck on it at large intervals. I
liked it instantly and copied it. My carer
holds it fairly close to my face and as I

look at a letter; the carer can see where
I am looking so it is very fast and much
better than the board I described ear-
lier.

Introducing Technology

When I was 11 years old, a friend built a
keyboard for me with large keys arranged
in a semi-circle; I used a head-pointer to
access it - a long metal rod fastened to
a helmet.

The letters came up on a screen, but
there was no voice. My mother took the
keyboard to school every day. My teach-
ers had always learnt quickly to
communicate by asking Yes / No ques-
tions, but this new typewriter made
communication a lot easier when I wanted
to say something long.

When I was 16, my teachers talked to me
about a LightTalker communication aid,
but I had no chance to try one out. When
we ordered it, we were not sure whether
my head control would be good enough
for the 128-location overlay. My mother
and I were very glad when I learned how
to use it within a few weeks, with some
help from my twin brother. Finally, peo-
ple could hear me talk and it was great
fun to be able to have the LightTalker
fastened to my wheelchair so I could
speak wherever I went. It gave me a lot
of independence - I didn’t have to rely on
my mother’s help so much any more when
talking to friends or strangers.

I taught myself the QWERTY program at
first, then when I could speak well, the
‘Words Strategy’ MAP was put into the
LightTalker also.

My teachers were quite proud that I had
managed to use the LightTalker so quickly
and asked me to show off my new skills
at a conference in Kimberley. Kimberley
is two hours by plane from Cape Town
where I lived. I was to fly there on my own.
My mother and a teacher strapped me in
to a seat in the aeroplane and another
teacher received me in Kimberley. All went
very well at the conference too. But on
the flight back, nobody had told me that
the plane would make a detour via
Uppington, so, when the plane landed af-
ter 2 hours, nobody came to fetch me and
I had no way of communicating with the
stewardesses. Instead, after a while, the
plane started off again. I was quite re-
lieved when, at the next landing 1½ hours
later, my mother was there to receive me.

I came to England from Cape Town (in
South Africa) in 1991 with my mother. I
got a DeltaTalker in June 1996; I accessed
its 128-location overlay with an optical
headpointer. It was faster and lighter than
the LightTalker, and I could use it as a
keyboard for my computer; this meant I
could email my twin brother, Benno, who
still lives in Cape Town.

In August 2005, I was very lucky to get
funding for a new device, the Vanguard II,
which is similar to the DeltaTalker but has
many new features.

I now use Word Core 45 MAP; it has word
prediction and I can download from my
computer - this makes editing a lot easier.
It is operated by a HeadMouse (a reflec-
tive dot on my forehead) – no more wires!
The Vanguard is fitted with an infrared
device for Environmental Control - now I

Using the communication board

 Using the transparent communication board

 Using my headpointer & semi-circular keyboard

 Using the optical headpointer with the LightTalker

 The optical headpointer & DeltaTalker
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can control my TV, my DVD and my radio.
Basically, I can control anything that can
be operated by a remote control. One of
my toys is a digital camera; someone
needs to take the photos, then I can
download them to the computer and send
them to friends via email. I have a hands-
free phone in my room but I need
assistance with dialling. In 2009 I also set
up Facebook to be able to communicate
with my friends.

 Using the Vanguard II with the HeadMouse

The Future…

I like to attend meetings with other peo-
ple who use communication devices to get
an idea of how others cope without be-
ing able to speak. My wish is to help other
disabled people.

I am a Gold Ambassador for Liberator -
this gave me training to help people, but
the Ambassador project no longer ex-
ists.

To end, there are still times communica-
tion can be frustrating. Sometimes I don’t
know how to spell a word and people
don’t know what I am talking about. Some-
times, in a group conversation, the
Vanguard is too slow - by the time I have
written something to contribute, people
are on a different topic.

When I am talking, one of my pet hates is
if someone tries to guess what I want to
say; but it does often speed up the con-
versation.  

Axel Böhm
Julie Atkinson, Speech & Language Therapist
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A Pilot Study

The Multi-Modal Nature of
Communication Between Natural
Speakers and Aided Speakers

PIPPA BAILEY
School of Allied Health Professions, University of East Anglia, Norwich NR4 7TJ, UK
Email: p.bailey@uea.ac.uk

INTRODUCTION

It has been demonstrated by several au-
thors that augmentative and alternative
communication (AAC) is not the sole
modality of communication for AAC us-
ers, and in fact interactions between
aided speakers (AS) and natural speak-
ers (NS) are typically multi-modal (Soto &
Hartmann 2006; Beukelman & Mirenda,
2005). ‘Natural’ modes of communication
such as gesture, eye contact and vocali-
sation have been identified as being
favoured in AAC user interactions with
NS peers (Clarke & Kirton, 2003). However,
AAC devices still play a valuable part in
communication. This was shown in a
qualitative study of four teachers’ atti-
tudes towards AAC by Smith (1994) who
found that all of the teacher’s identified
AAC as an important modality of com-
munication.

It seems that the communicative contri-
butions of the natural speaker in
aided-natural speaker partnerships are a
source of potential influence. Light et al
(1985) found that the modalities of com-
munication employed by young AAC
users were influenced by the natural
speaking communication partner. This
indicates the mutual influence of conver-
sation partners over the interaction
process and the transactional nature of
conversation (Cheepen, 1988).

PAPER PRESENTED AT THE CM2009 NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM, UNIVERSITY OF LEICESTER, SEPTEMBER 2009

The importance of the natural speaker
is echoed by Murphy et al (1996) who
stated that communication is a coop-
erative process and therefore the
successful use of AAC is as depend-
ent on the conversation partner as it is
on the user. Within education, the most
important conversation partners for an
AAC user is their teaching staff due to
the amount of time they spend and the
influence they have on an individual’s
learning (Popich & Alant, 1999). As a
result, staff-pupil interactions are highly
significant for an AAC user’s language
development (Millar, 2001).

THE AIM OF THE STUDY

Motivated by a need to develop a cod-
ing structure for analysis of
communicative modalities used in AS/
NS interactions for a PhD research
project, a small pilot study was con-
ducted. The aim was to examine
communicative modalities employed in
classroom-based interactions between

pupil – aided speaker (AS), and teaching
staff – natural speaker (NS).

METHODS

Access to existing video data from an-
other research project covered by ethical
approval was granted. There were two
communication situations: one dyad of AS
and NS, and one triad of one NS and two
AS. The data were collected in a special
school classroom environment during a
group discussion regarding what the AS
liked doing in the Sixth Form.

PARTICIPANTS

Aided speaking participants were three
young people with cerebral palsy in the
Sixth Form of a Special School. The com-
munication aids and access used by
each participant is shown in Table 1. The
NS participants were a Teaching Assist-
ant (TA) and a Speech and Language
Therapist (SLT) familiar with working with
the AS in the educational environment. All

Participant Communication Aid Access

    AS1 Tellus Switch + Scanning

    AS2 Dynavox Direct selection

    AS3 Tellus Switch + Scanning

Table 1  Table showing the communication aids and access methods for each AS participant
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participants filmed as part of the data
had given informed consent.

There were two stages to the pilot study:

Stage 1

The first stage involved the development
of a coding frame for recording the multi-
modal communication behaviours in use
in the dyads. An initial viewing of the data
identified the observable behaviours of
(i) vocalisation, (ii) AAC encoding, (iii) AAC
output, (iv) gesture, (v) sign, (vi) eye gaze
and (vii) environmental reference.

Momentary time sampling (MTS) was the
preferred method for its efficient cap-
ture of participant behaviour over more
time consuming methods, such as con-
tinuous recording (Martin & Bateson,
1993). The observer records the occur-
rence or non-occurrence of target
behaviours exactly at the end of a pre-
specified time interval (Brulle & Repp,
1984). Moments sampled are representa-
tive of participant behaviour over the
recorded time period. MTS is a system-
atic observation method which yields the
proportion of total communication acts
spent using any one communicative mo-
dality, i.e. a merging of duration and
frequency. A 10 second interval was em-
ployed as recommended by Brulle and
Repp (1984) for its higher reliability.

To indicate the end of each time interval
bleeps were superimposed on the videos
at every 10 seconds. The researcher
therefore coded the communication mo-
dality in use at a ‘moment’ indicated by a
bleep on the video. Due to the nature of
AS/NS interaction, non-verbal communi-
cation was expected to occur and change
frequently, therefore to capture an accu-
rate data set ten seconds was selected
for its high reliability (Brulle & Repp, 1984).
The data were burned to DVD for coding.

MTS was carried out using the draft cod-
ing structure. Throughout the initial data
coding it was apparent that several
communication acts were being
missed by the draft coding structure.
This lead to adjustments to the coding
structure and the development of a
secondary structure to which codes for
facial expression and shared attention
were added.

Shared attention refers to a situation in
which participants both look at the
same object and are both aware of the
fact that they share a focus (Tomasello,
1995). This code was required as there was
often a period of shared attention when
the AS was encoding on their AAC device.

Stage 2

A second trial of the coding structure was
carried out on the same data set. It was
recognised that some of the categories
in use were too vague to ensure reliable
coding of the modalities. For example,
vocalisation was being used to code any
verbal communication, and eye gaze was
not specific enough to inform a coder of
the desired communication act. For this
reason, each category was defined in depth
(see Appendix for code definitions) and
some final adjustments were made (Table
2) before conducting the final analysis.

RESULTS

It was evident from the data coded that
there were some distinct differences in
the frequencies of communication
modalities used and the number of com-
munication acts completed between the
NS and AS (Table 3). For example, facial
expression occurred 17 times by AS with
only 6 occurrences recorded for the NS.

Another modality that appeared impor-
tant for communication for both AS and
NS was eye contact (AS: n=45; NS: n=69).

The analysed data were combined for the
dyad and triad in order to compare AS
and NS use of communicative modalities.
Raw data were analysed to provide the
proportion of total communication acts
for each group expressed as a percent-
age (Table 4) revealing some clear
differences between AS and NS (Figure 1).

The primary modality of communication
for the NS was speech, and although
speech was not used much by the AS vo-
cal gesture did hold a communicative
function (11 occurrences, 4.8%). However,
for both NS and AS the communicative
modalities, that total the second and third
highest proportion of communication
acts were shared attention and eye con-
tact. This may support the Light et al (1985)
suggestion that the modality in use by the
communication partner can influence the
communication of the AAC user.

It is also important to note the high ratio
between AAC-encoding and AAC-output
for AS. There were 73 occurrences of AAC-
encoding coded, however this led to only
9 AAC-outputs. This demonstrates the no-
table difference between the input and the
output of AAC devices, and the amount of
effort an AS must put in to produce a com-
municative move from an AAC device.

 DISCUSSION

The purpose of this pilot study was to
develop a coding framework and meth-
odology that would enable the capture of
multi-modal communication during social
interaction between AS and NS. A coding
structure has been successfully designed,
and shown to capture the modalities used

Communication Modality Code

Speech Sp

Vocal Gesture V

AAC-Encoding AAC-E

AAC-Output AAC-O

Eye Contact E

Gesture G

Sign S

Facial Expression F

Env. Reference Env.

Shared Attention SA

Neutral N

Not Possible to Code NPC

Table 2 Table showing the final coding structure, used
 to identify frequency of different communication
modalities used in NS, AS interaction.

Communication AS1 AS2 AS3 NS1 NS2 Total

Speech 0 1 0 65 49 115

Vocal Gesture 2 2 7 0 0 11

AAC-Encoding 45 11 12 1 4 73

AAC-Output 1 3 4 1 0 9

Eye Contact 21 16 8 48 21 114

Gesture 0 6 0 7 1 14

Sign 0 0 0 0 0 0

Facial Expression 5 10 2 5 1 23

Env. Reference 0 0 0 7 9 16

Shared Attention 31 15 29 47 28 150

Neutral 39 37 11 39 11 137

Not Possible to Code 3 0 4 2 3 12

Total 147 101 77 222 127 674

Total Communicative Acts 105 64 62 181 113 525

Table 3 Table indicating frequency of communication modality used and total number
of communicative acts for each participant.
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by both NS and AS in interaction. As a
result, this coding structure will now be
used as an outcome measure in the as-
sociated full PhD project ‘Telling Stories’.

This pilot has found some distinct dif-
ferences in the modalities used by AS and
NS with the dominant role of the NS also
demonstrated, as evident in proportion
of total communicative acts (56%) which
is consistent with the findings of others
(Pennington & McConachie, 1999).

For NS, speech is the most commonly
used modality, which was expected. This
is due to the communication hierarchy
found within an educational context,
within which speech naturally comes to
the top as it is the most automatic com-
munication modality (Flewitt, 2006). Vocal
gesture and eye contact appeared to be
used by the AS participants to attract
attention, however further study would be
needed to provide evidence for this. This
supports the findings of Harris (1982),

who found that non-speaking participants
were most likely to use gesture, vocali-
sation and eye contact to gain attention.

Clarke & Kirton (2003) found that ‘natu-
ral’ channels of communication such as
gesture were the dominant type used by
aided communicators. In the current
study, despite the use of many ‘natural’
communication modalities, AAC encod-
ing was found to be the most frequently
used by the AS, which indicates high use
of an aided mode of communication, op-
posing the findings of Clarke & Kirton
(2003) described above. However, as
noted previously the high proportion of
AAC-encoding (29.4%, 73 occurrences)
only led to a small proportion of AAC-
outputs by the AS (3.5%, 9 occurrences).
This clear difference in the input to out-
put ratio of AAC devices demonstrates
the effort required from an AS to create
an output. It is therefore unsurprising that
AS make use of a number of other com-

municative modalities to support their
aided communication.

Interestingly, similarities between the two
user groups were also revealed, for ex-
ample eye contact, gesture and shared
attention. It may be that the modality
choice of the natural speaking communi-
cation partner has affected those used
by the AS partners as per Light et al’s
(1985) findings. However, reviewing the
transcripts and data has indicated that
this may be due to the NS checking back
with the AS after a period of AAC-encod-
ing. Therefore, further investigation would
need to be completed to accept or re-
ject this hypotheses.

CONCLUSION

The present study was a pilot, set up to
support the development of a coding
framework to be used in a more detailed
study of the story-telling interactions be-
tween aided speakers and their teaching
staff. As such, its scope was limited by
sample size and using an already col-
lected data set. Reliability has not formed
part of the current study. This is planned
for a later stage along with the develop-
ment of the momentary time sampling
methodology, e.g. observer training proc-
ess, coding rules.

The study has demonstrated the presence
of differences between communicative
modality use in NS and AS, supporting
past research. Several communication
modalities have been shown to be impor-
tant in AS/NS interaction, and the
multi-modal nature of this type of inter-
action has been confirmed.

However, due to the limited scope of the
current study, future research would seek
to increase the number of dyads and the
number of occasions for data collection.
Data for the main PhD study will also be
collected within a well planned and piloted
research environment, ensuring all as-
pects of communication are clearly
captured by the video recorder. This will
significantly decrease the number of oc-
casions on which it is not possible to
code the communication in use due to
video or audio capture problems.

The coding structure has been edited and
refined, and employed with momentary
time sampling provides a potentially use-
ful method of quantifying and qualifying
the relative proportions of communica-
tion modalities employed by interlocutors
during interaction. 

Pippa Bailey, Research Student
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APPENDIX 1: CODING CATEGORY DEFINITIONS
Target Behaviour: Speech
Definition: Speech refers to human commu-

nication through audible language
(Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2009). In the
case of this study, this includes all recog-
nised vocabulary including fillers (erm,
umm).

Elaboration: Speech is coded when any par-
ticipant initiates or is during production of
a recognised vocabulary, including all fill-
ers (e.g. err, um).

Target Behaviour: Vocal Gesture
Definition: Vocal gesture refers to the volun-

tary production of a communicative
vocalisation that is unrecognisable as any
form of vocabulary.

Elaboration: Vocal Gesture is coded at any
point in which a participant produces a

vocal utterance that cannot be identified
as part of a recognised vocabulary or as a
filler within an interaction.

Target Behaviour: AAC-Encoding
Definition: AAC-Encoding refers to any en-

coding of an AAC device via the access
mode being used by the participant e.g. -
touch of the device, switch access, eye
gaze.

Elaboration: AAC-Encoding is coded when
the participant is initiating or in the proc-
ess of accessing the AAC device through
the expected access method (touch
screen, eye gaze, switch) in order to pro-
duce a communicative output.

Target Behaviour: AAC-Output
Definition: AAC-Output refers to any infor-

mation sent by a participant to a
communication partner(s) by synthetic or
digitised speech produced from an AAC
device. (Beukelman & Mirenda, 2005).

Elaboration: AAC-Output is coded at any
point during an output which has been produced
by an AAC device as a result of AAC-encoding
by the participant.

Target Behaviour: Eye Contact
Definition: Eye contact refers to an instance

in which participants are looking at each
other in the area of the face (commonly
the eye region) (Argyle, 1975), or when one
participant is attempting to do this but this
is missed.

Elaboration: Eye contact is coded at any point
during which both participants make or are
holding direct eye contact, or at any point when
one participant looks at another to make eye
contact, even if this is missed by the conversa-
tion partner. This is not dependent on length of
eye contact/attempted eye contact.

Target Behaviour: Gesture
Definition: Gesture refers to voluntary bodily ac-

tions by hands, head or body which are
intended as communicative. (Argyle,
1975).

Elaboration: Gesture is scored at any point
from initiation to termination of a gesticu-
lation being used, that is not part of a
recognised form of sign language, or in
reference to an object within the sur-
rounding environment.

Target Behaviour: Sign
Definition: Sign refers to any use of a recog-

nised Sign Language vocabulary (e.g.
Makaton, BSL, Signalong) by any participant

Elaboration: Sign is coded at any point during
the completion of a sign that is identified
as being from a recognised sign language
vocabulary by any participant.

Target Behaviour: Environmental Refer-
ence
Definition: Environmental Reference refers

to the act of making a gesture towards
something within the communication en-
vironment specifically to refer to it.

Elaboration: Environmental Reference is
coded when any participant uses volun-
tary hand gesture to indicate an object/
person within the communicative environ-
ment.

Target Behaviour: Facial Expression
Definition: Facial expression refers to an in-

dividual using the face to form expressions
that are recognised as demonstrating an
emotion or state.

Elaboration: Facial expression is coded when
a participant voluntarily produces a facial

display that clearly represents and com-
municates to other participants an
emotional state (E.g. smiling, frowning)
(Beukelman & Mirenda, 2005).

Target Behaviour: Shared Attention
Definition: Shared attention refers to a situa-

tion in which participants both look at the
same object and are both aware of the fact
that they share a focus (Tomasello, 1995,
Cited in VonTetzchner & Martinsen, 2000).

Elaboration: Shared attention is coded when
two or more participants are both looking
at the AAC device with joint awareness of
the shared focus.

Framework for definitions taken from:
Barlow & Hersen (1984): Single Case Experi-

mental Designs: Strategies for Studying
Behavioural Change. Oxford: Pergamon
Press PLC.
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Many children and adults have
plenty to say, but are unable to
control their mouth muscles to
speak clearly. They can use aids
such as pictures, written words
and technology to communicate.

1 Voice takes a family and social
perspective on communication
and recognises the great need
for adult role models to inspire
children and families alike.
1Voice promotes families
supporting each other to
overcome the isolation that
being unable to speak can bring.

1 Voice is run by a team of
families, role models and
professionals in consultation
with children to provide a
network of information and
support for children and families
using communication aids.

1 Voice
PO Box 559, Halifax HX1 2XL

Tel: 0845 3307862
Email: info@1voice.info

www.1voice.info

Communicating
together



Options

Text messaging module

Wireless Internet

Wheelchair mounting

Protective soft case

CEye for eye gaze (available for C12 

only)

•
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•

•

•

Features

Windows PC with Core Duo 

processsor

Touch screen

Switch Ports

Environment control

Loud, clear speakers

Camera

Integrated stand

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Smartbox

Tobii C-Series
Two new touch screen, weather 

resistant communication aids.

The C-Series comes in two 

models: the C8 has an 8 inch 

screen, and the C12 has a 12 

inch screen (pictured with 

optional CEye eyegaze module).

We supply the C-

Series with The Grid 2, 

providing symbol and 

text communication and control 

of other Windows applications.

Smartbox Assistive Technology

www.smartboxAT.com  -  info@smartboxAT.com  -  01684 578868



Buy a DynaWrite before June 26th and choose one 
of these two great offers!

Full Five Year Warranty 
Five full years of continuous use with no unexpected bills!

OR

A 25% discount 
Reduce the price from £2,395 to £1,795 – A savings of 
£600! Our way of helping you beat the credit crunch. 
(For Irish clients 25% will be discounted from the current Euro price)

The DynaWrite, combined with our special offer, delivers big 
benefi ts at little cost to you! (All prices quoted are exclusive of VAT)

To help you further during this time of fi nancial challenges, 
we will also be giving away three DynaWrites – one each 
month in April, May and June! To enter our random prize draw, 
simply complete the form on our website at www.dynavox.co.uk. 
If you don’t win during the month you entered, your name will 
automatically be entered into the following month’s prize draw.

For more details about our offers or our free drawing contact:

DynaVox Systems Ltd
Sunrise Building
High Street, Wollaston
West Midlands  DY8 4PS
www.dynavox.co.uk

Tel:  +44 (0) 1384 446789
Fax:  +44 (0) 1384 446799

Easy to use, the DynaWrite allows you to just 
type the message and press the Speak key

Compose messages quickly and easily with 
full-size standard keys

Adjust access methods to suit any 
communicator’s abilities as they change

Add a scanning option at any time for 
even more accessibility

Read messages with ease using the clear, 
multi-line screen with variable type size

Communicate in no time with rate 
enhancement features such as word 
prediction and abbreviation expansion

Choose from multiple voice options, 
including digitized and synthesized

Record hours of your own speech for play-
back later using the Voice Banking feature 

Control objects in your environment with
infra red capabilities 

Enjoy long-lasting communication with 
the 8-hour battery life

NOTES:
The two offers are mutually exclusive and cannot be used with any other DynaVox offer.
Purchasers must state either 5 year warranty or 25% discount on the order to benefi t from either offer.
Neither offer can be added to an order after despatch.
This offer is for UK and Ireland direct purchases only and is not available to any resident outside of the UK or Ireland.
The offer is available only for products ordered and despatched before June 26th, 2009. 

Wait, there’s more! …You could even win a FREE DynaWrite!

And now, there are even more benefi ts!…

DynaVox DynaWrite
Allows fast and effi cient communication..

+44 (0) 1384 446789  www.dynavox.co.uk



Possum Ltd
8 Farmbrough Close, Stocklake Park Industrial Estate Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 1DQ 
T 01296 461 000   F 01296 461 001   E sales@possum.co.uk   W www.possum.co.uk

For further information and advice please contact us.

Think EAT as well as IT!

Rebuilding, relocating or expanding your facilities?

Think ahead – incorporate Electronic Assistive Technology (EAT) as part of the development.

Installing remote controlled doors, lift controls and intercoms allows for greater
accessibility and freedom of movement

More cost effective and less disruptive to implement during the initial build than
retrospectively

Possums Building Projects division has recently been involved in large scale projects including
working with architects and contractors on new build and major refurbishment projects for
nursing homes, schools, specialist college halls of residence and hospices.

Schools – initiate the LifeSkills concept to assist in preparing students for independent living.

Communication made easy
Say what you want, when you want 
to whoever you want!

The Possum Jive! – Next generation communication

The Possum Jive! remotely operates the Sero! telephone. Users enjoy an
unprecedented level of control and the combined system offers the following: 

Remote controlled dialling facility 

Phone book – access and dial a predefined number

Emergency call feature – dial a list of priority contacts 

Conduct conversations with someone using the Sero! telephone

Quickly access pre-recorded phrases stored on the Sero! telephone 

Jive! also offers a wide range of symbol and text communication, and uses the
incredibly clear Acapela voice synthesiser.

Increase independent living: 
“Can you ask the doctor to come and see me please?”
“Hello, can I please book a taxi with wheelchair access?”
“Can I order a pepperoni pizza for delivery please?”

The Possum Sero! – Packed with features

The new Possum Sero! provides, for the first time, a loud 
speaking, remote control telephone and answering machine 
with communication aid functions. 50 easily recordable 
phrases (each 30 seconds long) allow people with 
partial or no voice to communicate crucial 
messages over the telephone.




